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UNOTHING STRAIGHT BUT TH~ DATE"

FAIDAY, ·MARCH 23,1979

Frat Charged
with Destruction
.

,

. Members of the Alpha Phi
Omnicron fraternity have severely protested administrative criticism leveled at the fraternity after
an accusation that they broke
Brodbeck Hall.
The men's residence has been
separated into two uneven sections as part of a pledging ritual.
Said one member of the fraternity,
"Thjs is patently unfair. The
rules never specified that you
can't break a hall. No one has
ever been held responsible before for breaking a d0f1!1." The
member went on to say, "When
we broke Gailbraith Hall no one
complained, but now because it's
pledging time (Associ~te Dean of
Students Daniel) Rebound says
it's against the ru1~s."
The fraternity, which requires
pledges to free fall from an Army
issue C-47 transport plane and eat

Graduation
Speakers
Not
Announced
,

.

powdered Wismer eggs each
morning, reports that they have
never had complaints about their
pledging program which the executive committee of the interFraternity Congress called' 'moderate and thoughtful" in a recent
interview with Grisly reporters.
Dean Daniel "Dan" Rebound
denies that the rules are harsh
and unfair and claims that the
College "has traditionally frowned on breaking dormitories."
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Photo of Brodbeek Ball taken after APO completed It's destructioD.

[Photo by Mendel Flub]

Wen -Well- Kept Blunder Finall.y Uncovered
I

The usually jovial USGA mem- _There was reportedly a , letter
bers turned solemn last night informing the College that the
when Associate Dean Daniel Re- Accreditation Department had
bound informed them that Ursi- not received the application for
nus College had lost its accredita- renewal, but apparently it was
tion three years ago and neglect- lost by the secretary before '
ed to tell anybody. The matter is anyone of any importance had
now being franticaDv investiscated seen it and was subsequently
by President Reefer's office, but forgotten.
,
it, appears a.~ tho~gh anyone that
The secretary noted to have
graduated from Ursinus in the made the costly errors quit her
past three years or even attending job to marry a member of the
it has a totally worthless and maintenance department at the
invalid degree and wasted their time and when last heard from,
time earning credits that no one was at Niagara Falls. Her wherewill honor.
abouts today are unknown.
According to Rebound, a typoWhy now'
graphical error was made in the
The reason the error had gone
date the Accreditation Depart- undetected until now is- because
ment records held on file which no one bothered to check the files
extended the deadline of the on procedure until this year when )
application for renewal four years the self-study program reached a
more than it should have been. climax. The graduates involved in

College President Richard P.
Reefer announced today that
President James Earle Carter will
not speak at Ursinus' spring
commencement May 13.
In a surprise move. the shrewd
campus leader also announced
that Henry Kissinger, Gerald
Ford, Malcom Forbes, the AspaIn one of its · most active
ragus Valley Cultural Society and
so lucky.
Jean DDOD will also Dot speak at semesters in the past few years,
The second case involved sevthe Judiciary Boai·d reconvened
graduation.
eral acts of violence that resulted
Not receiving honorary degrees Wednesday to sentence two more in destruction of/campus property.
are Linus Pauling who will not campus misfits.
During last Friday's coffeehouse
According to the evidence prereceive the Doctor of Science
lead singer John Vomit, while
degree, psychologist B.F. Skinner sented in the first case, exchange performing with his Leather
who will have his efforts on behalf student Anatoley Tretiak violated Scabs, destroyed the Union
a sacred code of Wismer Dining
of behaviorism not rewarded and
lounge. When asked by the board
Hall. At Monday's dinner the
writer and Nobel Laureate Isaac
chairperson to justify his actions,
Bashevis Singer whose accent no junior got up from his table,
he said: "Violence is the ultimate
walked up to a trash receptacle
one at Uninus Can understand.
act of creativity. Can't you recogIn a letter to Senior Class , and threw a chicken bone into it.
nize art?" He then recommended
officers. the CoJJege revealed that After a case of similar nature first
that the members of the Board
a person who does no~ conduct semester. the J -Board decided sign up for Fine Arts 201. Despite
the Philadelphia Orchestra will that food throwing would not be his pleas, the singer was found
tolerated at Ursinus. For this
speak at graduation in line with a
, guilty and sentenced to three
tradition spanning a century of offense Mr. Tretiak was banned
weeks in Mr. Whenly's Phys
from Wismer for life. If only the
non-PhiJly Orchestra conductors.
Ed.
class.
rest of the student body could be
For aD update on this, Me paae3.

Judiciary Board Railroads Two

this mix-up have been notified
and will be taking night classes
when possible to help complete
their training. The administration
is totatly distraught about the
matter and had no comment at
press time. The best they will be
able to do is offer the same

courses at half price with their
sincerest apologies to anyone
affected. The dates for registration will be announced, but it
looks as if the juniors and seniors
are going to be here much longer
than they had planned.

10 SuperCrackdown
New regulations have been
announced requiring students. to
show ID cards at meals. it was
disclosed yesterday.
The new rules, issued by the
Dining Hall Committee, will be,:
come effective immediately. All
students will be required to show
their Ursinus ID card in order to
enter Wismer Cafeteria for all
meals, including lunch. Once
inside, each student will have to
satisfactorily produce his ID to
each of three- checkers before
getting to the tray stacks. Not to
slip by too easily, a quick flip of
the ID will earn each student a
tray.
The main entree will require
considerable dexterity and skill in
that each will have to produce
"that special card" seven times.
Under the new ruling, a trip to the
cook will be required for any
questions which arise on the
vegetable line.
Silverware presents another
obstacle for those trying to slip by
without an ID. For each utensil
one must show his ID card and
say "please." Coffee and tea
stations involve similar procedures.
According to kitchen sources,

desserts present a nearly insurmountable problem and the powers-that-be have instituted an
appropriate solution. A high kitchen official has stated simply
that "no desserts will be offered,
now or ever. We can't run the risk
of having a non-ID-holder taking
one of our jellos."
Crackdown measures will likewise be extended to the beverage
counter. Proof of ID will be
supplemented by fingerprinting.
At the salad bar, student IDs will
be inspected by a squad of trained
checkers who will be looking for
damaged or bent cards. Card
forgery, a growing concern, is
expected to be rampant in this
area and the checkers have been
alerted. Birth certificates are
compulsory here.
In addition, frequent checks
will-be made throughout the meal
at each table to insure that
students are keeping an eye on
their ID. When depositing ~ash,
it will now be mandatory for each
student to account for any scrap
of food by showing the ID card
responsible for it. To leave the
cafeteria, ID~ will be scrutinized
C ontlnued on Pa«e 3 -
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The View From Where?

COMMENT•••
Another Modest

Prop~sal

by ~ AprIl D. Flower
.-

Out Of The Bedroom and Into The Closet

As we approach the midpoint of this semester, I sincerely hope that 1
am not too late for the next academic year; an idea with the potential to
is normal, healthy and the ultiIn my job as Associate Assisrevolutionize the entire educational system of Ursinus College. The
mate sign of love between two
cosmic realization that the present system was inadequate struck me tant Vice Dean of Students, I see
.
people.
many
students,
both
men
and
durin~ last semester's finals. as the pressure became unendurable
Yes, it is time for the College
when I realized that I had my Geography, Fine Arts and Public Speak- women, who ruin fine careers and
and
us aU to face up to the fact
suffer
immeasurable
hardships,
'
ing exams all in the same week. I thought Hell Week ended when I
that
Virginity must come out of
even
in
some
extraordinary
cases
I completed pledging, but the overwhelmiDa responsibility th~t
the
dark
ages.
have
to
find
jobs,
because
parents
confronted me at the end of the marking period taught me otherwise.
that
in the coming years
I
hope
and
society
have
failed
to
educate
Thinking I had survived this trauma without any visible damages, I
the
College
will
finance virginity
them
about
one
of
life's
chief
.
chose to sit back and allow the school's system to perpetuate itself; but
education
workshops,
virginity
joys
and
yet
one
of
life's
heaviest
when my grades arrived at home on the sole vacation day that I wasn't
classes; I hope that people will
controlling the mailbox, I realized the Postal Service had conspired responsibilites,· something which
take time to adjust tbeir prejuwith the College to prevent my physical being from perpetuating itselfl is normal - even healthy dices and see that college men
My parental units introduced me to my first incestuous, involuntary between consenting adults.
and women today are old enough
There is no need for men and
experience with sado-masochism and I realized my ultimate survival
to make their choices for themhinged upon my development of a more feasible finals plan. My women to suff~r embarrassment
selves.
mi.ssion clearly defined for me, I set out to derive a plan which caters because they are ignorant. It is
It is high time that the College
to my needs and the needs of others like me who also possess talent not their fault if parents, schools,
face up to reality and fund my pet
that is being suppressed and going unrecognized because of the churches and medical 'doctors are
too conservative to take the time their lifestyle, and have the proposal, the V-Line, a self-help
present system.
Initial1y, I thought there was an easy answer at hand - Ursinus to teach about it the right way. It information necessary to know botline for people who won't, and
could merely return to the concept initiated by the history department is unfair for us all to grow up on the risks and proper methods for need help so that they don't.
Let's alfjoin together to tell the
last year. but I suspected the administration would veto a plan which myths perpetuated on the streets, health and hygiene.
Real honest-te-goodness edu- world what a healtby, normal
requires predistribution of exams to students.' So I developed a system or in junior high school girls'
that would meet the needs of everyone involved - students, teacher$ rooms, or when boys steal their cation is a better alternative than thing virginity is. That's my view;
and faculty: simply give finals at the beginning of the semester. first smokes at a Saturday night misinformation about being' 'that if you want to find out more,
kind of girl" or men losing their write: ChoIce Today, Box "V"
Already I'm sure you're thinking that someone of rare and unique dance at the Y.
intellect must be writing for 'I1Ie Grlily. When the simplicity of it
People should be able .to choose virility because of something that Unblu CoIIeae, CoIIeaevllle, PA.
19426.
dawned on me, I too was surprised that the administration hadn't
thought of it long ago. A system this advantageous for everyone,
cannot be ignored by an institution of modem education.
Stacleata beDefit

The students benefit because a precourse final would free them of
any obligation to study-because they would not know what material was
going to be on the exam. With no designated material to study, the
intense pressure of finals week would be relieved, a more pleasurable
campus atmosphere would be created and the suicide rate at Ursinus
would be reduced. This would not only give the administration a bar
om,eter for gauging exactly how much material the students are taught
versus how much is prior knowledge, but it would truly make Ursinus
the first school progressive enough to truly attempt to develop an
educational system based on the age old maxim: •'The more you study,
the more you learn. The more you learn, the more you forget. The more
you forget. the less you know ... so why study? I"
Naturally, my plan cannot be defended unless it satisfies more than
just the students, that is why one must marvel at the universal appeal
of this system. Creating exams would be a rather facile task for the
faculty, for with no material prevlOusly covered there are limitations as
to what obscure questions can be placed on the test, a 1000phole which
could make writing finals a delight for certain biology department
heads. With this new freedom, ideas and concepts would be foreign to
the students thus making the grades significantly lower and thus easier
to grade. The administration could pride itself in satisfying both
students and faculty, and they could also have the final grades mailed
out much earlier than Christmas.
. Unfortunately, some of you might lack the insight to ~d my plan
conducive to studying and impractical in today's society. You might
continued on ' page J
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Letters to the Editor

Irate Food Manager

Who Is Hauler?
I am writing this letter to your
staff to uncover the wolf in
sheep's clothing. Ever since April
of last year (,78) my wife and I
have enjoyed reading your paper.
It has uncovered many conspiracies and questions on campus and
is always fascinating to us as
alumni of Ursinus College.
But we have noticed something
repeatedly since last spring in
reference to your editorial staff
and would appreciate your honesty now as your articles have
.always demonstrated in the past.
The point to which I am referring
is the name that appears in your
Editor-in-Chief slot.
Who is Jack Hauler? I find it
hard to believe that a person
could ever be editor of a college
p'aper and not even write a single
article. To the best of my knowledge, the only copy ever supposedly written (by-lined) by this guy
Hauler has been a Comment on
who knows what last year and a
Comment on co-ed dorms this
year. This leads me to be extremely suspicious.
Does this Jact Hauler exist or
is he a pen name of Mroz or one of
the staff members that likes
controlling the paper under a
false name in order to avoid any
controversial feedback · or bad
press - no pun intended - &om
teachers, administrators or fellow
students? Is he even a student?
How do we know the entire
GriIIy staff isn't some commu~
nistic or socialistic underground
organization' that is slowly corrupting the minds of our youth
with subtly disguiied propalanda
in the articles and "bard hittiDa

•••••••••••
••••••••••••
••••••••••
Comment" or even worse, a
clever professor trying to cause
the regression of the entire
educational system of this institution of higher learning through
the same methods?
.
What is a Jack Hauler? It
sounds like a part of a tow truck.
We've -n ever seen his picture in
'I1Ie GrIIIy. We've never had
enough evidence of his writing to
truly pinpoint his motives " or
philosophies. My wife has a
theory that the name isn't a name
at all, but an abbreViation of the
true controUen of the paper. For
months she has been trying to
Continued on , page J,

Dear Student Body:
The irresponsible attitude of
the students of Ursinus College
never ceases to amaze me. This
irresponsibility has so completely
taken over the campus that it has
even pervaded my cafeteria, thus
forcing me to speak out publicly.
, Time after time I have been
informed of food figbts being
planned during lunches. Realizing the importance of proper
order being maintained during
any social affair, I "have three
times arrived in the cafeteria with
a black and white striped shirt
and a whistle, and three times the
scheduled event has failed to take
place. I don't know why these
activities fall through, but it is a
extreme inconvenience for me to
take the time to prepare to
officiate these meals and then
find all the fOod going intO your
stomachs and not into the air.
If stuclents are concemed that
Continued on page 3

Grisly Editorial Policy
All letters to the editor will be printed provided they contain
unfounded rumors, administrative gossip or departmental secrets;
letters may, howevet. be edited for clarity, punctuation and the usual
stupid mistakes. Varying viewpoints are encouraged as long as they
agree with ours.
Letters must contain less than 400 words; those exceeding this limit
will be paSsed aroufld the staff room for a good laugh and then thrown
away. Letters must be accompanied by the author's name. We feel this
will prevent us from being sued.
Deadline is Tuesday for the Friday issue although we do accept
letters as late as Thursday night for a small amount of cash. 'DIe GdIIy
reserves the right to withhold letters until the following week or month
3r whenever, due to the penoul whims of the ecIltor.
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Letters To The Editor
The Case of the Non-existent Editor?

PAGE 3

·CAMpus F-$CUS
......
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Continued from page 2
crack the significance of the
letters and let me"warn you, she's
a1m08t got it.
I personally feel that the name
is completely irrelevant and has
no significance whatsoever aside
from being a shallow umbrella
under which to hide for the
conupters of the staff and possibly the entire school. Is Jack
Hauler really a person? Is he an
illiterate that is locked up in a
closet somewhere, a mere puppet
that is brought out to recite a
script at board meetings and put
away again after he has taken all
of the abuse and blame like a
punching bag thrown upon a
shelf?
WE want to know. And we
want the truth. Too long we have
rejld his articles strewn far and
distant from one another to
remind us of his name and to just

about reassure us that he is editor
and has caused the renaissance of
the Ursinus paper. Too long we
have believed in his intelligent,
normal existence. The time has
come to either tell the truth,
present a picture, sh~w solid
evidence of his figurative and
literal existence and writing ca-

pabilities or put a new name in
the editor's box, a name we can
be sure is real.
I hope you will end your unjust
ways whoever you are and print
this letter so the public can learn
the truth about this Haul~r character.
-Jim and Midge N08UW '68, '69

New ID Regulations
and cost us up to 53400 per year
by a division of card checkers in foods costs, , , stated First
who will be on the watch for any Lieutenant Jim Sickell, "we're
missing cards. "Anyone caught merely concerned that each stuwithout a card will be shot and dent understands the importance
then dumped in the Perk," stated of possessing an Ursinus College
an unidentified Wismer employee. ID card and knows how and when
"We're not worried that town- to use it. It's one very important
ies or other riff-raff will sneak in piece of plastic. "

Continued from page 2

.

Local Frisbee enthusiast, Harry Padden, recently returned from the
National Frisbee Convention and can be seen around campus
displaying his latest aerial feat. Spending two weeks training with a
pack of 6 canines, Padden has leamed to catch a Frisbee in his mouth,
after it has been throw!: by his talented partner, Fido. Padden's only
concern is the expenditure he has incurred due to his severe overbite,
which to date has destroyed a dozen Frisbees.

Research Pays Off

"good old daysl"
SIaeentIy JOlIN,

Phillip Vertbum, an undergraduate at the California School of
Agriculture, announced that he had made "an amazing breakthrough
in agrarian science." After completing a 3-year study of 'Why Plants
Die During A Drought,' Verthum discovered that it is not a dearth of
wind that kills them, but it is a lack of water that proved detrimental to
plant life.
Verthum made the monumental discovery in a carefully run
experiment, where he had two sets of plants; one which received water
and one which didn't. Comparing the two groups after the 3 years lVas
over, he concluded that vegetation not receiving water is less likely to
grow than that receiving water. For his work, Verthum was awarded an
educational grant to the Kimball Branch of the Hooterville Institute.

JImSIeWI
~ 01. w.... "DbaIIIa"
s.vIcee

Scbrader's
ARCO Station
460 :\1ain St.
Station

Sp~ak

at

Gr~duation

by KeDDetb TIdy

President Richter P. Reefer
announced that the Senior Class
had chosen to have former person
Gary Gilmore speak at this year's
graduation ceremony.
Gilmore, the self-proclaimed
killer who met With severe complications in 1977 when he
equested to receive the death
sentence, finally had his request
granted after being forced to
accept three undesired pardons.
Seer Bruce Dalziel, whose extensive use of chemicals have
gi\'en him mystical powers that
put him in touch with celestial
worlds and enable him to contact
the deceased, spoke wit~ Gilmore
over vacation and received a
gracious acceptance from the
~COIWict.JQr the invitation ~x-

r

Ursin us· Frisbee King Learns Trick

these activities. Let's relive the

Gilmore to

Shocking news came out of Argentina University today, when co-ed
Sue Osthoff reported that she was sexually assaulted by a flock of
sheep. The animals are apparently members of a cult of quadrapeds
known as the Wooly-Bullies, who have been terrorizing the
Argentinian countryside with heinous act of "'humanality."
Miss Osthoff said the villians crept up sheepishly behind her and
whispered amiably, "We want ewe! We want ewe!" Having the wool .
pulled over her eyes by their fei~ed friendliness, Sue invited the pack
of 20 back to her room for mutton, where~pon 10 of them held her down
while the others bleated, "Keep sticking it to her until you make
people chops of hert.. Sue said she would take them to court and
"'make the inhuman beasts pay."
I . '
I

we don't have enough referees, I
would be glad to hire a couple
more to cover food fights, as the
Dining Hall Committee has allotted money for important expenditures. I am aware of the wonderful atmosphere created by an
impromptu war and nobody takes
more delight than I when an
innocent bystander is struck by a
low flying Sloppy Joe; but it
would be much easier for everyone involved if the students would
appoint someone to coordinate

Ina~<'lion

Teddy Kennedy, a student at Chappaquiddick Community College,
claims to have developed a car that floats long enough to guarantee the
safety of the driver. The vehicle, known as a Kopechnemobile operates
on a theory he tested himself.
Upon co~tact with water, the car automatically jets the passenger to
the driver's right out of the bottom of the car, thus forcing the vehicle
to the top and allowing the driver to escape. Kennedy said he was
inspired to design .this aqua-car because he has witnessed "Too many
people driving without concern for others."

Foreign Sex Act Victim

Continued from page 1

Food Fun?

Olridal

Student Invents Aqua-Car

tended him by the Class of 1979.
Though he has no other commitments that weekend, Gilmore
told Dalziel, "I might not l;>e able
to attend the ceremony, but I
promise to be there in spirit. "
Tom .Ruth, owner of • bicycle
repaJi' shop and an Unlnu
A1U1DDu has absolutely DOthlna
to do with this article. However,
Mr. Ruth pictured above 18 •
victim of an UD8Uceeuful leI
change OpendOD and 18 8ab1a
Ur81nu8 Biology Department
Head A. C. Gallon, for "destroyIng every trace of femininity I
po8se8sed.

The speaker's theme, "Is there
Life after the Afterlife?" will be
communicated through necromaniac Dalziel.

Modest Proposal
Continued from page 2
even be so conservative that you are saying "No one's going to learn
under such a system!" The ultimate beauty of the system is that it
provides the impetus for everyone to leam. Sincere Ursinus students,
those with aspirations of medical school or general thoughts of
post-Ursinus affluence, are going to opt to study even before they
choose to shack. On the other hand, the unmotivated student would see
the serious trouble he is in on the first day of class, and to remain in the
secure environment of Ursinus College he would pursue his studies
with a fervor previously unknown to him.
What more need I say? Like yourselves, I too marvel at my
intelligence when I read my works. It must be scary for you to know
that someone with a mind like mine is walking inconspicuously among
you on at daily basis. But modesty is a virtue and my pleasure is derived
from the fact that I know the implementation of this plan, which is so
wholly consistent within itself and universally pleasing, is only a matter
of time; and administrative red tape. , .

THE GRISLY
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Springsteen Strikes Again
by Brian 8oldow

Over the past few months I'd
been resting quite peacefully at
night and taking great solace in
what I had thought might be the
end of Bruce Sprintsteen' s musical career. Having heard nothing from him since Darkness On
The Edge Of The Moon, f
suspected Bob Dylan was the only
musical zero whose noise would
disturb my studies this semester.
Unfortunately, while attending a
rock critic's convention in Nashville, I learned that a dearth of
new Springsteen, which I had
hoped meant he had met his most
timely demise, was nothing more
than a sneaky state of dormancy
for the alleged "Saviour of Rock
and Roll."

paced style and move unhampered by an abundance of artists
trying to" keep up with this
Kenyan star. A heavy influx of
the "sock-in-mouth Springsteen
sound" slows down the middle
portion of this album, but Ben
takes off on his own, with a strong
solo performance of the title
track. _
Pleasant Ugandan sD1'prlse

Amin's 80m to Reign album is
actually a, pleasant surprise from
the young Ugandan, as forceful
, 'Dada" refuses to let the inferior
Springsteen sing. Eliminating
Springsteen from the recording
session anows Amin to display his

own unique style and to produce
an album of some quality. Idi's
omnipresence is felt throughout
as he handles lead and back-up
vocals, plays guitar, bass, piano,
saxophone and his personal favorite, drums.
Side one is a collection of his
early hits, including "Why Spell
God Any Way But I-D-I' , and
•• New Brakes for the Prime
Minister, " which explore the
modest and tender aspects of this
complex character. This personable leader fills the other side of
this album with ballads of his
experiences and he really allows
his dominant musical talent shine
through on "Zero" Population

During this state of dormancy.
the talentless pseudo-musician
from Asbury Park, stooped to an
all-time low in an effort to allow
media hype to revive his floundering career. Teaming up with a
pair of musical unknowns,
Springsteen has been working on
two albums; Ben Jipcho's 80m to
Run album and Idi Amin's 80m
to Reign LP.
The Jipcho album is reminiscent of Springsteen'"s own album
. of the same name, with the
monotonous drone of Mr. Spring~
steen's garbled voice and the
chaotic din of his guitar drowning
out much of the racy Jipchovian
tracks. Fortunately for his listeners, Ben goes out fast on this
album and his partner doesn't
even appear until the third song,
"Jungle Land," which drags with
the sound of New Jersey rock
being mixed in with the flavorful
Kenyan beat. The two songs Ben
does alone, .. Running on Empty"
and •• Another Track from the
Track, " can truly be called pure
Jipcho as they typify his fast-

l..i:ec~e:::;;ll
I·

- March

Ie

.
28 Meistersingers/PiDk Floyd
Growt h - Myay.
W "
Still, this article has to come
-ill s~~m
back to Springsteen, the man who· 30 BB" Y Coe~
. d d b h hi
·
IJOU ale
master:mlO e ot.t ese re eas31 Alice Coo r/Methacton
J
E
es. QUite honestly, I'm not out to
unjustly slander this talentless
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dirtball of a performer, because I
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would never resort to unnecesAprO '
sary namecalling. But if someone _ as m~sically inept, unde~iab~y
ringteenl Judy
10 Genes~/S
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morontc and blatantly revolting 10
appearance as Bruce Springsteen •
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ever tried to perform at my:
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- Rortesque ommUDl
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potential superstars, Jipcho and : 18 Grateful D~ad Ray OrbiAmin, on potentially great
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reers.
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- Pine Barrens
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Scientists, Cockroaches Think,
May Be The Major Survivors
Of-A Nuclear War.
Charismatic and beDevol~nt Jell Amln pictured during benefit concert
he performed for A.B.A.D., "All Booky's Are Dirt." AmIn does his
own costuming and this photo wID be the cover of his new "80m to
Reign" album.

r:................. .......•
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• BECOME A COLLEGE .
.:
CAMPUS DEALER
"

Sell All Sorts of. Drugs at. low prices.
Extremely High Profits - All Tax -Free

NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED
r

Offering the BEST from Columbia and Hawaii.
Brand Name Speed, Quality 'Ludes.

Warehouse No.3
14 Dirt .Street Spaceland, NJ 070~ 6

Only the roaches are smlll~g.

FELLOWSHIP OF RECONCILIATION
Box 271, Nyack, New York 10980
I'm concerned about survival.
Send me:
o More Information on the new weapons
systems and the arms race

o A disarmament petition
o Ideas for what I can do on campus
Nan18 ............................ . .. . ..... .

For Details, contact:
Collegiate Supplier

Radiation and contamination from nuclear
weapons would make the world
uninhabitable
for the rest of us.
Our country has twice directly threatened
the Russians with nuclear weapons.
And now we're building more sophisticated,
more accurate missiles and warheads
that will make a first strike of military
targets appear feasible
and attractive.
The Pentagon claims that we could
"survive" a retaliation
and win a nuclear war.
Sounds absurd, doesn't It? .

.J•

t •••••••••••••••••• ..••••••

~ress ....................... Zip ........•.
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Deca.f.feinated Co.f.feehouse
about a young man's homosexual
experiences in an orange grove.
The music seemed highly reminiscent of Andy Gibb and even
Dean Starch was seen boogie-jng
with a townie.
After an extensive set of disco-

Events
March

by ImIs U. Momma

I never had an appreciation for
coffeehouses. As a matter of fact,
I've gotten more enjoyment out of
those dreaded forums than these
non-required cultural exposes.
When I heard that last Friday's
coffeehouse featured ,. A Special
Surprise, " I decided to attend
merely to see what the school felt
was "special" enough to squander our precious tuition dollars on
to enrich our lives.
Expecting the Singing Nuns or
some other ultra-right wing excuse for entertainment, I was
shocked by the identity of the
performers. John Vomit and the
Leather Scabs graced the Union
with an art form never before
seen at Ursinus.
Mr. Vomit strutted about the
lounge in spiked bottom platforms
a tattered undershirt and Sears
Travelknit dress slacks. On his
forehead was a swastica and in
his hand was a baseball bat. As
he screamed obscenities at the
top of his lungs, one of the
roadies told me the performer
would be attending Wharton in
the fall. Percussionist Dusty
Phlem potlJlried out the beginning
of "Where's the Aspirin" and
Vomit took a Greg Lozinski swing
at a chair, spewing pieces into the
audience of seven. The appreciative spectators subsequently
sought refuge behind a CO\1ch.
The opening song proved to be
one of the most energetic pieces
of 1979. The untuned guitar,
haphazard bass and distraught
drums produced a cacophony that
was the perfect complement to
Vomit's lumberjack vocals. The
tune was also lyrically brilliant:
"I can't get a job
I live in a communal iron
lung
My girlfriend looks like
Renee Richards
I'm going to shoot myself in
the head.
I must be catching a cold."
It's a shame other recording
artists can't capture this vibrancy
and enthusiasm.
From the grandiose opening
the Scabs moved into a curious
style of music that I could only
identify as disco-punk. The next
song, "Bolt Anita Bryant," was
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.told me about his career. "By age
five I was playing Beethoven on
piano. That stuff is totally devoid
of creativity. How could anyone
like it?" Totally revolting from
the conservative way of life, John
joined a Los Angeles street gang.

23 David Berkowitz Firearm
Exhibit
-Myrin, 7 p .m.
Be Kind to Hoags Party
- Keigwin, 9 p.m.
24 Sue Kelly's Trained Mice
Show
-Curtis, 11:30 a.m.
Karl Walenda Diving
Course
-Helferrich, 2 p.m.
Piano Forum: Darryl Stingley
- Bomberger, 9 p.m.
27 Corson Campus Tour
- 9 a.m. - 9:01 a.m.
29 Led Zeppelin Concert
-Pfahler, 11 a.m.
Behind the Green Door
- Wismer, 6:30 p.m.
30 Demas - ZX Rematch
- Curtis Ill, 12:30 a.m.

Quaint CoUege, For Rent or Sale,
292 bdrms., Dv. nn., kitchen,
·· 84 1h baths, washer/dryer. No
ChUdren, Pets, Quiet. Call Dick
after 6. 555·1212

Oil Glut
Promises
Trouble
Exxon Oil Company, which
supplies the College with heating
oil announced today that the
mammoth producer has struck oil
in Pennsylvania. The strike is
expected to be more productive
than Alaskan North Slope find
and is available immediately.
Spokesmen for Exxon told the
public that the new find, would
result in a 200 percent rise in
available cru~e. The spokesmen
went on to say that this wiII
ultimately result in a fuel shortage across the country, a 30 cent
increase in price-per-gallon at the
gas pump and a need to decontrol
the oil industry price structure
before free enterprise collapses
completely.
When asked why a new glut of
oil would result in a shortage the
oil industry official replied "Why
not?"

Were you
born to die?
Vomit seen UvenJng up Union as he sings a mellow ballad during
a Coffeehouse.
punk, the band chose to end with
their classic, "Geriatric Gypsies."
During an instrumen~1 dispiay,
Vomit hurled his baseball bat
through a window and kicked a
hole in the wall. He followed
these antics with one of the most
vulgar acts ever displayed - the
singer ate an entire plate of
Wismer spaghetti without drinking four gallons of soda. Unable
to digest it, Vomit deposited the
partially digested food where it
belongs on the floor. His
closing shriek broke all remaining
glass in the building. The audience screamed for an encore, but
to no avail. The band can only
play 10 tunes.
I talked to John Vomit afterwards in the snack bar. As he
struggled with a cheese steak, he

Four years ago he formed the
Scabs.
"A lot of people don't understand punk rock, " he added.
"They fail to realize that violence
is the ultimate act of creativity.
Disco-punk allows for total freedom of expression. People's
minds are too simple today. We
have to spell things out for the
listeners, but some people still
can't understand our second
grade mentality. But that's their
goof. "
I'm not sure if I agree with
Vomit's view on creativity, although it is original. The Scabs
proved that coffeehouses can be
fun, but I would have preferred to
throw rotten tomatoes at the
Singing Nuns.

I

.,

•

The Navy.
It's Not An Adventure, It's Just A Job.

CaD (215) 489-9965 or contact the Placement Office.

Old Group 'All TOf{ether' Now At U.C.
Weekends come and weekends John, Paul, George and Ringo
go, but who ever remembers what and all of the boys are excited
they did a month later? Many about the whole thing" stated
people go home since ,they figure Stan Park, the band's new manthey can have more of a blast ager when he talked to Dean Ruth
visiting relatives and babysitting Paris last week. George and Paul
than they can here. In hopes of had to cancel a few engagements,
"spicing up" the activities on but as Paul put it "the change will
campus the Union has scheduled do me good I think)t'll be good to
something different for Ursinus get away from the crowds." Paul
students: a "big-name" rock has also assured the school that
concert.
Linda will not be on hand.
Although it took some convincA crowd is anticipated though,
ing of the Board of Directors, so the show has been moved to
(because of the "negative influ- Helfenich Hall instead of T.G.
ence on the youth, ") the Beatles From careful calculation, the
will be giving a one show only 'administration has anticipated at
concert at Ursinus on March 31. least 350 people and decided not
lilt has been all worked out with to take a chance. Tickets will be

on sale at Wismer next week for
510 to students and 51S for
outsiders. Hopefully the high
price will help pay for some of the
cost of the band which is rumored
to be in the four figure area.
Bow did they do It?
How Ursinus managed to pull
off the concert itself in addition to
the low price is not clear. Considering each of the Beatles have
been offered approximately 51
mIllIon each to regroup since their
split in '71 and have declined, it
seems obvious that Ursinus had
some kind of gimmick. Many
rumors abound. The most widespread is that John Lennon is an
old friend of Connie Meyers and

owes him a favor. It is also
rumored that the administration
has promised Paul and Linda to
admit their children for four years
free of charge when they are old
enough. Other unverified speculations such as Wes Emmons won
another contest; it's not the
Beaties, but a local group called
Terrapen; it's a cheap publicity
stunt for a new Wings album
cover; and nobody's coming at
all, have been circulating around
closed circles since spring break.
The only logical theory so far is
that the Beatles were looking for a
place nobody ever heard of or at
least, couldn't find unless they

from
a
20 mile
radius
where they could play for a sma))
audience and give one of their
best concerts ever so everybody
would get off their backs and let
them live almost normal lives.
Whatever the method for getting the Beatles to play at Ursinus
March 31, everyone will just have
to wait a few years until the true
answer leaks out because right
now, nobody is talking. When
President Reefer was asked how
the miracle was accomplished he
merely smiled and said, wearing
his Beatles Come Together
T-shirt, "timing." Let it be.
.
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Closet Hetero Confesses .All
Relatively conservative Ursinus
College was the recipient of quite
a shocking announcement yesterday, when Junior English major
Richard Morris confessed, "I AM
A CLOSET HETEROSEXUAL!"
The news came around 11 :00
p.m. when Morris inadvertently
left his door unlocked and a Grisly
reporter walked into the room,
finding Morris involved in a closet
with an unnamed female. Morris
then agreed to _"spill his guts" to
the newspaper in exchange for
. the girl's anonymity.
During a two-hour interview,
Morris intimated that he had
never been into closet sex before
coming to Ursinus, but he had
gotten drunk one night while just
a naive freshman and was persuaded to give it a try by SBme
upper classwoman. With tears of
embarrassment trickling down his
face. Morris stated. "I haven't
tried anything else in three years.
My biggest problem has been
that there's really nobody on
campus I feel comfortable talking
about it with. I know of a few
others at Ursinus, but they can
also play the other side of the
fence. which I can't."
Still shaking with nervousness.
Morris admitted th~ he had been
involved with probably 20 of these
"others" that he referred to, but
they were mostly one-night affairs with girls looking to try

something different. He began to like other human beings. There is
relax as he humorously related an a frighteningly powerful social
anecdote about the time he picked stigma attached to the phrase
up a claustrophobic at a 200 '·closet hetero," and it is a sad
party. Needless to say. things reflection on this college that
didn't work out as she sperat the people would react so typically as
night with some guy out on the soon as a · student speaks ca~football field and Morris spend
the evening alone in the closet.
Morris lamented incidents like
that fo~ced him to spend time in
New York City hanging out in
what are commonly referred to as
It seems like every week a
•'closet bars, " something bedifferent fraternity- or sorority is
coming more and more popular in
selling chances to win a raffle,
America with the number of
and people purchase them, realpeople like Rick always •• on the
izing that they will never win but
rise. "
taking solace in the knowledge
Moral, not oral ooUeae
that the favor will be returned the
Administrative reaction was
next week when the roles of
given by the alarmed President
vendor and consumer are reversRichard P. Reefer, who stated, "I
ed. But for Bill Morehouse. a
had no idea these things were
tremendous surprise came yestaking place on our campus. I am
terday at lunch. _when Tony
trying to maintain a moral college
Galante announced to the patrons
and his reprehensible actions WIll
of Wismer cafeteria that Bill had
be dealt with severely. The boy
won not one, but two Raffles.
obviously needs help." English
Even more stunned than the
Department Head George Stormy
fortunate Morehouse were the
referred to Morris as "a disgrace
upset twins, Eric and Leo Raffle,
to the department" and theater
who prior to lunch had been
director Oh Henry said, "It's
unaware that Alpha Phi Epsilon
people like Rick that cause theawas holding a lottery at their
ter people to he stereotyped as
expense.
closets. " Morris was unphased
The ecstatic "Granitehead," as
by these statements of disapBill was aptly dubbed by his Delta
proval. as he anticipated just such
Mu Sigma brothers, expressed
a reaction.
concern that he would not have
It is unfortunate that Rick,
room for both of the Raffles in his
can't receive normal treatment

didly about what he practices.
Morris said, I feel like a tremendous burden has been lifted from
my shoulders and I hope social
acceptance/will not be a problem.
Note: Though we didn't have
room for your name in the staff

box this week and we would
appreciate it if you wouldn't write
for the paper anymore, we hope
people don't ostracize you due to
your beliefs; because here at 'I1ae
Grilly, some of our best friends
are 'closets.'

Student Wins 2 Raffles
by BeD Dover
[Photo by Mendel flub]

The ecstatic Bm Morehouse, with delight showing OD hls t.e, seen as
he learns he Is the wilmer at the APE Rame.
in an effort to raise money to
cover his first semester hall
damages. Though the ever popular Morehouse wants to keep
them both, he is considering
putting them both on auction
because they bring more money
when sold as a set. The additional
funds brought by selling the
clones together would be used by
Bill to try and persuade someone
to be his roommate next year.
Equally controversial was the

:

... -
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You might be the winner of $50,000. Simply cut oul this
coupon, ·write in your name,-sneaker size and then guess
the number of marbles we have here in a bowl. send one
more form and ·write the number of people you think were
merely playing possu~ in Guyanna. If you're right again,
you can pick up your prize at our offices on Uranus.

fused Leo stated, "I hope this
won't interfere with our studies.
This comes as quite a shock to
both of us. I don't know how the
news will be received at home."

Personals
G. MartID - CongrataIadou

011

malDt8mtna yoar reeonI at I.F.!
I.ocatlon of vehicle misplaced by malDtaDence during a 8IIOWStol'Dl was revealed whea warm .
weather wash away winter's whlteaeu. The story Is stili uncIer investigation .. MalDtaDence
Director Howard SIUb claims that the above area haa been "eatabUahecl . . . legitimate parIdDa
facUlty. "
[Photo by Mendel Flash]

reaction of the confused Raffie
brothers. Eric was quoted as "I
don't really mind the idea of
being a bookend with Leo, but I
can't come to grips with the idea
of being owned by someone like
Mr. Morehouse." Similarly con-
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Local Whale Makes Good
by Dee Phunet
The floor walker who will be Mike Brophy, who had dropped
eternally associated with Wismer the piece of silverware and had
efficiency, K.C. Wagner, once compounded it by breaking a
said "Tyranny is the only vehicle stack of 20 plates. Eb commented,
to a happy dishroom." Bearing "Everyone is entitled to a misthe didactic words of his prede- take." He then apologized to the
cessor in mind, Clayton "Whale" freshman, known as "Lefty," but
Ebling sets out every day to bring explained that it was important
happiness to the dishroom.
that the point was made in front
One of the few men left over of the other employees.
from the era when the name
Double standard
. Sigma Rho Lambda was synonoThis amiable economics major
mous with dishroom employee,
says
that this double standard
Clayt has been a big man in
helps
him to keep the insubordinWismer for four years. Eb has set
ates
in
line. A modest man, Clayt
himself apart from the average
still
prides
himself in that he has
Q!shroom worker by showing a
maintained
an even temper while
willin&ness to sacrifice the human
surrounded
by incompetence, a
treatmetrt of his employees for
quality
which
he admits he had
the benefit of the organization.
never
displayed.
Eb confided to
This attitude has enabled Ebling
this
reporter
that
the
last time he
to maintain complete control of
lost
his
temper
was
in
Novemb~r
the working force as well as to
whl1e
ne
was
vacatlonmg
1D
keep his position secure ~th the
Guyanna,
but
he
didn't
want
to
top of the Wismer hierarchy.
discuss
the
result
of
his
fury
as
Aided greatly by his Hitleresque
nature, Eb has proven himself few people are aware of his
invaluable in the new rigid struc- involvement of this well kept
ture of the cafeteria system and secret.
Ebling takes great pleasure In m....taInIng strict rule In the dlsbroom. Seen here, Eb teaelies a
The man's actions and his
hopes to have Arab guerillas
confused employee a new method for 80rtlng forks.
[Photo by Mendel }lash]
impressive
record
speak
for
replacing the passive ID checkthemselves,
but
his
own
comers.
Whale credits much of his ments are what best explain his
success to a semester spent in phenomenal success. Humble
Uganda where he studied under Clayt explains himself .thu~ly:
"Once I let the job of supervisor
someone he chose to leave anonAt a meeting of the Student
go to my head, it became much
students have tried marijuana on as angry as I am, and you are
ymous, but who he called a
Congress
in Philadelphia this
one or more occasion. Most of wondering what you, Joe College
"beautiful human being who easier to run a dictatorship. I
year, despite the valiant count~r
these students came into contact Student, can do about this probtaught me how to work closely quickly learned the value of efforts of twb Ursinus students In
violence and despotism, and realwith the drug either at other lem. You can help by filling the
with people and to maintain their
ized I'd found my niche in life." attendance, a constitutional
schools or in the bathroom of the administration in on what is
respect through brute force."
amendment was enacted overSpectrum during Gratlrful Dead happening in the hallucinogen
One incident that he fondly
whelmingly supporting the legalconcerts.
One student anony- scene around campus. Watch
reflects on is the time a freshman
ization of marijuana. I for one was
mously
reported
that he had your fellow students closely for
,dropped a perfectly clean knife /
shocked at the congressional deactually
ingested
a marijuana these signs of "reefer madness":
and then laughed it off as though
cision, and the sociological implicigarette on Ursinus . College
1. Relaxed mannerisms
it were unimportant. Clayt made
cations thereof. I decided to
property, in the maid's closet of
2. A_healthy appetite
an example of the neophyte by
research the marijuana problem
3. A tendency to enjoy music
an off-campus residence hall durplacing the youth's hand in the
here at Ursinus College.
ing a forum. Besides the obvious
4. Acute observation of envidisposal and making him clean an
The "reefer" problem is a fact that this student should have ronment
extra rack of knives. Moments
major one here at Ursinus; I
been at the forum where he
5. Smiling and/or happy behalater Ebling learned that it was
discovered that at least two to belonged, it is also incredible that vior for no apparent reason
actually his fraternity brother,
three percent of all Ursinus he had' the audaeity to abuse the
If you see any or all of these
drug inside an Ursinus building. symptoms of deadly marijuana
It would have been quite possible abuse in your classmate, girlfor the vapors of the marijuana to friend or boyfriend, do not try to
seep out and intoxicate the entire talk reason with him. He will
dormitory. They could have all attempt to convince you that there
been killed by an overdose.
is nothing wrong with marijuana,
Luckily, there is no doubt that and you know better. Instead,
the Deans' intricate network of quietly report the person to the
observers and informants will Dean's office so he can be helped
quickly flush out this misfit and before he freaks out.
You can help even more directremove him from the Ursinus
community by putting him back Iy as an active member of Dean's
out on the streets where he Office
Secret Spy
Club
belongs.
(D.O.S.S.C.). Once you receive .
DatDlerous drug
your secret spy decoder ring and
Some people think that these you can begin entering student
informants are Fascist spies who desks for evidence to be used
compensate for having IDO friends against suspects. In addition to
by ingratiating Gestapo-style ad- marijuana, look for pipes, match.
ministrators for a false sense of es, Indian jewelry, hypodermic
self-worth and graduate school, needles, peanut butter and Comrecommendations, but I think munist propaganda. It is a known
they are wrong. Those potheads fact that most marijuana smokers
should realize that these students are radicals and Communists. Be
are trying to do what is right, so careful. If you find any marijuana,
that things will be better for all of do not attempt to bum it; this js
us. We want a good education. very dangerous. We have lost
How can we learn about democ- four agents this way. The Dean of
racy and individual rights with Students office will take care of
marijuana users on campus? And the incineration.
With a little cooperation and
besides. n is for their own good.
Marijuana is a very dangerous common sense, we can all pull
drug.
together to make Ursinus a safe .

The Marijuana Problem

HELP

PREVENT

~BlRTH

~DEFECTS

Promote Gaiety

Friends Don't Let Friends Study Drunk.

J~:.-S-=-po_n. . ...s_o_r_e~d""",~b.Y~,I_h.ewN~a
. . . . . .t~i.O~.n-.. .aa_I_I_n_s_ti_lu_t_e--..otll!~~~~A~~....~~O. h
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Hayes to be Football Mentor

~
American

by Raymond Deo
In an astounding move, but one
that could tum Ursinus footbaU
into a national powerhouse. Athletic Director Dancy Rabidson
announced the selection of former
Ohio State football coach Woody
Hayes as the new head coach of
the Bears. Rabidson admitted
that he had not yet informed the
administration or Ursinus Coach
Karass, but he was sure they
would each find out soon as they
both subscribe to The Grisly.
During a surprise press conference, Rabidson commented, "Ursinus upholds a long tradition of
quality coaches and it has been
the athletes who have been at
fault for our losing records. It is a
Pictured above, former Ohio State grand opportunity when we can
football Coach Woocly Hayes as obtain a man of Mr. Hayes'
he elatedly receives news of his character, solid moral fiber and
coaching talents. I am so pleased
appointment at Urslnus.
we were able to accommodate

Mr. Karass' needs by finding him
another position within the Ursinus organization. rm sure he'll
be overwhelmed when he learns
that he'll be working with Mr.
Sickell next season."
Reached for comment at his
home, Hayes said he had always
hoped for the chance to coach at
Ursinus and he was thankful to be
able to re-enter coaching at such a
fine school. The humble Hayes
admitted that Ohio State had
made some mistakes that had
embarrassed him, including allowing a cameraman to take films
from angles which distort reality
and give the illusion that a coach
is hitting an opposing player, but
". hold no grudges, it, was their
loss, not mine." One reporter
questioned Hayes' emotional stability, to which he responded, "I

am quite rationai and 1 have total
confidence that we have the
personnel at Ursinus to beat Penn
State next season:'
At the end of the session,
Hayes gave a photographer a
black eye for intercepting an
inquiry being made by Dave
Dougherty. Hayes then intimated
that next year's players should
begin getting in shape, which
includes sparring and taking selfdefense courses. The new mentor
then left to contact his hand-picked assistants who he is relying on
heavily to help him implement his
aggressive coaching tactics. Offensive coordinator Amin, who
has been working with an overseas club, and defensive coach
Berkowitz, who is waiting to be
placed on waivers by his team in
the Bronx, were both unavailable
for comment.

Cancer Society
WE WANT TO

WIPE OUT
CANCER
I~

YOUR

LIFETIME
PAID FOR BY -

ScorpiO
libra and
Plscet

McH~le

Cops Rookie" Soccer Fund Raiser
of the Year Honors

For the first time since the
dishroom's inception at Ursinus.
the Dining Room Committee
chose a sophomore to receive the
coveted Dempsey Award, given
to the most prominent first-year
dishroom employee. Surrounded
by controversy this year. as many
Wismer patrons feel only freshmen should be eligible for the
hallowed honor, versatile Bill
McHale captured the trophy as he
was named on 16 of the 24 first
place ballots. Statistically the
obvious choice to win, McHale
could boast of having been credited with only three broken platesand a cracked salad bowl. Had
McHale not taken his freshman
year off to later pick up an extra
season of eligibility. he no doubt
would have been the unanimous
selection.
· 'Ensign, " as he is fondly
known to his dishroom compatriots, saw little action in the first
few weeks of the season but was
quickly moved into a startidg role
by General Manager Jim Sickell.
Not one to allow his talents to
wallow in the dirty side of the
dishroom, he fought his way into
the ranks of the ware men. where
he has been seeing steady action
since October.
Sickell masterminded the move
that put McHale on silverware
and Jim commented, "The ware
men are the guys who come in McHale captured at work Dedug aDd bewUderedJy displays his trophy
contact with the fans. When you to envious employees.
[Photo by Mendel Flub]
.get a worker blessed with sets of
arms and lips like Bill's. you've the lovely Teri Oemmer. At a
of his pla~s "to take a ride
got to get -him out front where press conference in the presidenthrough the dishwasher to celehe'll draw the crowds. Amiable tial dining room, with the adorbrate." Though the sophomore
Bill didn't let his boss down as he able Miss Clemmer at his side.
superstar refrained fro~ comdrew over 1300 fans, including Bill reflected on his ol'ltstanding
ment abQut .next season, Bill is
over 250 non-paying townies. season. After thanking the "little
undoubtedly aware of the lucraduring his first meal.
diners that make me big," Bill
tive position the award puts him
When not working in the displayed his boyish charm as he
iri when he's aiming for a
dishroom, Billy can be seen with fielded press questions and told
multi-year contract.

-

..

The Ursinus College soccer
team, in hopes of raising enough
money to travel to Jamaica next
semester, has planned a massive
drug sale to take place next
Tuesday in Helferrich Hall. Under the direction of that dauntless
leader of men, Coach Walter
Manning, the team hopes to earn
56,000 upon completion of the
drive.
Spearheading the drive for the
students are co-captains Jeff Je·
witt and .Tony Esposito. Thedisgruntled Esposito expressed
displeasure with the lack of
financial success the team has
had in conducting Manning's
ideas and he was most disgruntled over the 514.28 he earned
lifeguarding over a three-week
period at a local car wash.
Similarly, Manning was dismayed
when he lost money on a snow tire
sale, which failed when all the
tires he made melted as the
weather creeped over the 32-degree mark.

Fortunately, spiritual leader
J ewitt boosted morale when he
suggested the drug sale. It was a
brilliant idea as several players on
the team have experience in the
field. Jewitt intimated he had a
connection at Revco, a student
whom he referred to as "Cookie,"
who can get the discount on
quantities of everything from
Exedrln to cocaine. Though he
didn't recommend drug use
Jewett said he felt the sale was
the only way to keep coach happy
since Coach stated, "We're going
on a trip and I'd really lite to fly. "
The team hopes to make at
least haH of the desired 56,000,
but it is the girl's field hockey '
team who will make the big
money. as they will be seUing
munchies right outside Helferrich.
If funds raised are insufficient,
soccer immortal Dave Kennedy
has agreed to leave the girl's
quad long enough- to be sold at
auction to make up the needed
JIloney.

,Foxy Staff

Friendly Service

College Massage Emporium
Call 555-9853 for a date
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Council Mailroom Reco~mendations Disregarded
by Thomas A. ReWy
The Mailroom Committee of
the Men's Campus has been
given a setback in its attempts to
suggest an improved system of
campus mail distribution.

According to a member of the
Council, the committee's recommendations were destined to be
overlooked. Nelson M. Williams,
Business Manager of the College,

allegedly told the committee that
any decisions about campus mail
will be made by him alone, and
any input or recommendations by
the student body would be uonece~sary.

Meistersingers 'Return
From Spring Tour '

The purpose of the mailroom
committee was to study campus
mail distribution and -ultimately
make recommendations to the
administration about mail improvement and security. One of
the more significant proposals
was that all mail be centralized in
an alI-campus mailroom or "post
office. I t At such a place students
could pick up and send out mail.
At present, the Union seems like
the most practical location for

for an informal bowling tournament at the local lanes.
The Meistersingers found time
between concerts to. visit some
real tourist spots, like the Pittsburgh Zoo, the Pro Football Hall
of Fame in Canton, the United
States Air force Museum in
Dayton and the Ohio River Museum in MariettA, Ohio. They
were also treated to an everchanging landscape, from flat and
freshly-plowed black soil farmThe College fired two maintenlands to the coal mining region of ance workers for allegedly stealmountainous Monroe County, ing from the College Bookstore
Ohio.
according to Assistant Director of
Most of the choir would agree . Physical Plant Fred Klee. Klee
that, as always, the last concert reported in a March 13 meeting
date was the best. They gave an with the Dean of Students office
assembly concert at the Somerset that the suspected employees,
Area High School. Scott Ely made both women, were dismissed and
his debut as a game show host the facts surrounding the case
there when he selected a young were made available to the Collady from the audience to be legeville Police Department.
serenaded by the Meisters' men
The women are suspected of
with Ringo Starr's "You're Sixteen." That night found the choir
in good voice for their last tour
concert, where the group's seniors and J ane Woods were
presented with roses.
The Meisters' last concert of
The next time you pick up a
the 1979 season was Wednesday, well-sharpened No.2 pencil and
at Heidelbert United Church of begin to hurriedly answer a
Chrjst in Schwenksville, where standardized, multiple-choice test,
Jane Woods joined them once chances are that your test is one
again. Election of next year's · of more than eight million given
officers, who will serve both the annually by the Educational TestMeistersingers and the College ing Service (ETS). You may know
(Messiah) Choir, are scheduled ETS manufactures SATs, LSATs,
for next Thursday, March 29.
GREs and GMATs. With these
tests alone, ETS influence... the
educational and career A>pportunities of millions of' people. But
the power of ETS I does not begin
or end with those -tests. ETS
. markets 299 different tests. ETS
tests are used to determine
Are you letting yoar mODey's worth? ..•••....•.•...•• Page 10
entrance to over 60 occupations
including firefighters, actuaries,
The GRIZZLY'S Flnt erossword Puzzle •••••..•••..••• Page 11
policemen, real estate brokers.
Jut another Vietnam War movie? ....•••....•.•...•. page 13
sailors. teachers, gynecologists,
engineers and ~uto mechanics.
ETS test results are the standards
1979-80 Roster and Us, of MlDon .......•...... Page 14 and ,IS
of access to some of the most
powerful professions: Foreign
Service officers, New York stock-

During Spring Break, many
Ursinus students basked in the
Florida sun. Meanwhile, 23 of
their classmates toured western
Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio.
The Meistersingers began the
1979 Spring Tour Week with a
concert in Bomberger Hall on
Thursday, March 1. President
Richard P. Richter introduced the
choir and its guest conductor,
Miss Jane Woods, to the students,
faculty, parents and alumni in the
audience.
Early the next morning, the
Meisters loaded luggage, music
stands, food, frisbees and themselves onto a Schuylkill Valley
Lines bus. By 10:15 a.JJl., they
were on their way west for six
nights of concerts.
UDlque esperleacea
The choir had many unique
experiences on this year's tour. In
Latrobe, PA, they met Arnold
P-almer's aunt and uncle, and a
few got to see the golfer's home
and private airstrip. In Pittsburgh,
Gilder Lewis got separated from
the choir, while the bus went on a
wild goose chase to a non-existent
historical ,spot. That evening,
choir president David Lyster was
attacked by a vicious black sofa
which broke his hand.
Most of the choir stayed in a
motel in Sharon, PA, rather than
the usual church members'
homes. Bus driver Buddy Bowers
pi~ed them up after the concert

What's Inside ••.

such a facility.
Altemate proposal
However, at a meeting of the
Men's Campus Council on March
12, Williams argued with the
committee about the excessive
cost of a new mail facility. An
alternative proposal was suggested which would recommend overall improvements of present mailroom facilities. But the biggest
problem is that there seems to be
some uncertainty by the administration about whether or not
efficient and secure mail service
should take priority over the costs
of a new system,
In the February 16 issue of The
Grlzdy, David L. Rebuck, Assis-

tant Dean of Students, commented that "since this idea is still in
the beginning stages, student
input is welcome at any time."
He also mentioned that it is the
goal of his office and the Men's
Campus Council to have a new
and improved mail set-up next
fall.
The outcome of this problem
will not be known until Williams
decides to make his decision. At
that time, however, he is expected to supply any alternative
programs of mail distribution
which would greatly enhance the
campus community next year,
and put a stop to the mail theft
that has occurred throughout this
school year.

College Di'smisses .2 For Theft
stealing merchandise, including
sweatshirts. According to College
Maintenance Director Howard V.
Schultze, there is no apparent
connection between these thefts
and the holiday burglaries of
students rooms. Schultze stated,
"This (a connection) would have
been highly unlikely because of
the location of the workers when
the (holiday) thefts occurred."
Schultz would not give the
dates of the alleged bookstore

thefts, nor would he describe the
value of the stolen articles. He did
tell The Grizzly that "we will not
tolerate actions such as this."
The Chief of C{)llegeville Police
Department John Oawson told
The GrIzzly that the police are not
currently investigating the thefts
and will not unless the College
makes a complaint against the
suspected women. This appears
unlikely since the stolen articles
were recovered.

The' Pervasive Power of ETS
by Ralph Nader
brokers, lawyers in over 40 states,
CIA agents. Two million elementary students take ETS tests, and
ETS is even developing ways to
test infants. ETS helps determine
who will be eligible for financial
aid and how much they will
receive. The financial information
ETS obtains on nearly two million
families is more detailed than a
mortgage application or an IRS
return. ETS consultants and
trainees help shape education and
labor allocation policy in scores of
countries, including Singapore,
Brazil and Saudi Arabia. And ETS
has test centers in 120 countries.
In thirty years, probably 90
million people have had their
schooling, jobs, prospects for
advancement and beliefs in their
own potential directly shaped by
the quiet byt pervasive power of
ETS..
.
What is the Educational Testing Service? How has it centraliz-

ed so much power? Is it accountable to anyone, or anything?
Should your opportunities be so
influen~ed by ETS' standards of
aptitude or intelligence?
Despite its massive influence,
few people question ETS. Students may want to tear up test
forms in moments of frustration,
but few of us think of challenging
the cmyoration that makes the
tests. We will soon .release a
lengthy report on ETS, written by
Allan Nairn, which we hope will
help people understand, and
question, the unique and unregulated power of this corporation.
Indeed, ETS is, in non-dollar
ways, a large corporation. It has
more customers per year than
GM and Ford combined. Despite
its non-profit status, it declares
roughly a million dollars in "nonprofits" each year. This money "is
plowed back into corporate exContinued on page 10
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COMMENT...
The View From Here
Campus Consumerism
The Pervasive Power of ETS
Are you getting what you pay
for at Ursinus? The most important product on any college
campus is education - teaching
and learning. Some students are
getting real bargains - courses
that are well-taught by professor~
who care about their teaching and
their' students; courses that are
stimulatin-g, that encourage students to expand their hOrizons
and stretch their imaginations;
courses that are good solid foundations for a lifetime of learning.
But some students are being
ripped off. These students are
subjected to courses taught from
notes made 20 years ago and
never revised; courses that meet
for only half the scheduled class
or laboratory time; courses with
exams that recycle everv six
years; courses that are just
plain poorly taught by professors
who don't seem to care about
their teaching or your learning.

innuendo. An excellent professor
should be singled out for praise
and an incompetent one, for
reprimand. Students' comments,
if presented in an intelligent
rational manner, should be taken
into consideratio~ by the administration when tenure and salary
decisions are made.
One - opportunity to express
your satisfaction or displeasure is
on the course evaluations handed
out at the end of each course.
However, it is not necessary to
wait until the end of a course.
Drop . a note to the relevant
authorities anytime. Students
mumble complaints about a
course not preparing them for the
next level course, but the department chairman may never hear
those complaints. Professors may
be doing superior jobs in their
courses, and the administration
will never know how valuable
these people are considered to be
This situation can be corrected by the students they teach.
by Student pbwer; not by the Professors wishing to experiment
irrational activism of the 60's, but with new courses or new apby expressing the students' point proaches could be encouraged to
of view in writing or in person to do so by knowing that students
one of the Deans or to the might respond favorably to innoDepartment Chairman. You may vation and unfavorably to the
know which courses and depart- same old routine.
And after you leave Ursinus,
ments have excellent or poor
you
.might want to let the school
reputations. but often these asknow
what courses and professors
sessments do not reach the
you
found
most and least helpful
administration except by rumor or
in your "life at Ursinus."
THE GRIZZLY
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Contjnued from page 9
pansion and maintaining the ETS
estate, which includes a 400 acre
headquarters in Princeton, New
Jersey, a S2S0 ,()()() home for the
president, William Turnbull, and
a three million dollar hotel! conference center - all built with
student test fees. Its revenue
from test fees enabled ETS to
double in size every five years
from 1948 to 1972, a rate of
growth faster than IBM.
ETS's sales and near monopoly
power, combined with its privileged legal staltus as a non-profit
corporation, make it unprecedented in corporate history. ETS is
eiempt from federal and state
income taxes, is effectively beyond the reach of many anti-trust
laws, and has no stockholders.
ETS escap~s the restraints governing other corporations because
it is an "educational" institution.
The power of ETS is massive,
as even one ETS executive conceded. "No matter what they try
to tell yoq here about how we
really don't have much power,"
he said, "we know we do. We
know we're the nation's gatekeeper. " This gatekeeper can
determine who enters college,
graduate and professional schools,
as well as many occupations and
r,ofessions. Is that power legitimate?

ETS defends its role as the
gatekeeper by claiming it has
developed the ., science of mental
measurement, " but as our report
will argue. the tests measure
nothing more than how you
answered a few multiple-choice
questions. The correlation be-

stamina, judgment, experience or
ethics.
ETS not only influences how
institutions judge individuals,
however; it also influences how
individuals judge themselves. As
Nairn says, "A false self-estimate
or image is instilled in the mind of
the individual who receives a
standardized test score. For although the scores are significantly determined by social class he
'
IS told they are objective, scientific measures of the individual."
Moreover, test takers are subject to numerous injustices, ranging from incorrect scoring of
tests, to late reporting of applicant information, to secret evalution of grades and test scores and they have no recourse.
We must begin to examine the
examiners.
There is a growing movement
to reform and restructure the
testing industry. In New York
Ohio, Texas, and other states:
student-run Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs) have introduced "Truth in Testing"
legislation in their state legislatures_ This legislation would force
ETS and other testing companies
to disclose test questions· and
answers; and all studies and data
on the tests; it would also require
companies to keep information on
Continued on page 11

.

tween SAT scores and first year
grades in college, for example, is
often lower than the correlation
between the test scores and the
income of the test taker's parents.
At best, standardized tests measure the specialized skill of testtaking, but they do not measure
key determinan+.s of success such
as writing and research skill,
ability to mate coherent arguments, creativity, motivation.

Letters ·to the Editor
WRUC ~eplies(Againj

Grizzly Applauded

Dear Mark Simpson:
I would like to take time out to
commend the newspaper staff on
I am writing with regard to your
letter of a few weeks ago, in.
a job "well done." Never in the
which you expressed an interest
•••••••••••
three years which I have been at
in the status of WRUC, the
•••••••••••
Ursinus College has the newspaallege~ college radio station.
• • • • • • • • • • •
per been as interesting or as
Whatever prompted you to .write
informative as it has been this
such .a blasphemous editorial is
year.
beyond me, but I take it as my
I would lite to especially point
civic duty to answer any stationwere at all familiar with advertis- out the hard work and long hours
related mail, regardless of its
ing rhetoric, you would've per- which the editor, Jack Hauler,
ceived that the catalog makes no has put into this newspaPer.
constructive value or lack thereof.
Apparently, your archaic attimention of a Uceued station. Fortunately, Jack was not afraid
tudes are so deeply ingrained that
Unfortunately, lite so many in- to state his viewpoint on controthey've clouded your vision and
coming freshmen, you don't versial issues and I ap'preciated
prevent you from viewing ~sues
realize one of the burdens on a the honesty with which the .
student before entering Ursinus editorials were written.
objectively. Do you cling to the
ancient ideal that an institution is
is to scrutinize all the College's
~t this time of the year, me
responsible for standing behind
propaganda and search for key newspaper is looking for an editor
what it advertises in its catalog?
words such as "broadcasting"
to fill the job for next year. Why
I'm amazed at your ability to
and "licensed." This familiarizes isn't the present editor, going to
misconstrue the words of others
continued on page 11
continued on page 12
and twist their meanings to suit ...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ; . - - - - - -.....
your own needs. Permit me to
~
illustrate my point by citing this
quote from the Ursinus College
Bulletin:

Grl- ZZ Iy Ed-Ito rl- al. Po II-cy

All letters to the editor will be printed as received provided they do
the campu radio
not
contain obscenity or libel; letters may, however, be edited for
atadoD, pl'elellta eaeb day to
clarity
and good taste.
Urslnu stacleDta • varied
Letters
must contain less than 400 words; those exceeding this limit
&lenda of mule, from duwill be returned to the author for editing. All letters should be
aleal to rock, ad camtypewritten ~r written legibly.
paa ad world Dewa.
Deadline for letters is Tuesday. 6:00 p.m. for the Friday issue.
It would take a truly demented
Address to: The Grizzly, Corson Hall. Due to an occasional lack of
mind to infer from this statement
space The GrIzzly reserves the right to withhold letters until the
that this college actually has a
following week.
"
broadcaatlna radio station. If you

waue,

n.e GrIzzly is seeking various ·
, sou~ces ,of untapped advertising.
H your group is having a registered pu~lic function (M~r,
Party, Happy Hour, Picnic) we
are very interested in bringing I
e t th
tt tie
of II
thIS 0
e a en 0"
a our
!e~erS_ .. Our~d!C!.~~g cost
S2.QO per column inch. You can
I

is,

design your own ad or we will be
happy to provide a format. Since
The GrIzzly is distributed at noon
on Friday, you will be able. to
reach our reader~ for Fri~y ni,ht
and Saturday night parties. Con.
tact Tom Cole, Advertising
Manager, or any member of ~e
editorial staff.

--~----~--------------------~--~
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Rov.i ng Reporter Scotland
CompOeci by Mark B. WoocIIand
Photographer: Gary AaronSOD

QuestloD: Are &atemldes and sororities be~e8cla1?
OPINIONS:

UThey are~ beneficial in that !hey he~p you
make new friends, but are detrimental In that
they set you away from other people not in
frats and sororities."
Wendy Casebeer
English '79

"I think that the fraternities and sororities
would be much more worthwhile if. the
administration wouldn't dictate th~ policies
that these organizations must abide by. Also,
if this were a normal school we would have
frat houses."
-Ernie Sussman
Biology '79

"Sororities and fraternities are socially beneficial, but if there weren't any sororities or
fraternities there might be more unified spirit
for the entire campus as a whole. Sorority
houses would limit your group of friends even
more than the sorority does already."
-Carrie Ca~pbell
Economics '79

"On a campus like Ursinus sororities are very
beneficial. It gives a person more of a social
life. At the same time they limit you to the
friends in your particular sorority, and many
times that is the extent of the people that you
, come in contact with socially. Housing would
limit you even more, because you would not
get a chance to be with other people and to
realize that there are a lot of kids outside of
~ your sorority that you could be just as good
-- ~- friends with."
-Darlene Groves
Psych. '79

"Fraternities are only as animalistic or
beneficial as the people that are in them; it
really depends on the guys in that particular
frat. Frat houses would be a great benefit to
the college and to the students participating in
the frat."
-Keith Strunk
-English '79

"Zeta Chi is the only fraternity on campus.
~~•• Zeta Chi fraternity is the most unified 1ifeti~e
form of brotherhood. We would not be dOIng
the things we are doing if we didn't feel that
the Zeta Chi fraternity is beneficial. Repre-.
sentative of the pledge class of 1979."
-Mark Clark
Economics '8J

Calls

. Since 1957 the St. Andrew's
Society of Philadelphia has sent
47 students from ten colleges to
Scottish universities for the junior
year. Thirteen of these students
have been from Ursinus, more
than from' any other college in the
competition.
The amount of the Scholarship
award is between 54000 and
S4S00 per student. This sum will
cover all living expenses, all
adademic expenses, and transportation to and from Scotland.
Independent travel and personal
expenditures will be paid for by
the student out of his own funds.
The competition is open to men
and women in the sophomore
class. The candidate should be an
American citizen and preference
v ill be given to those of S c o t t i s h .

Col J egiate CW76-S

d

de~cent and.to thos.e who come-COl"e~lYlate
C~OSSWO"
from the PhiladelphIa area. The
,,~ 0
~
candidate should be in the first
BOX 137 SHARON, MASS. 02067
quarter of the class ~nd should be
active in extra-curricular activi50 Part of USAf
I? Rdnk above knight
ACROSS
ties.
13 tr,durance
51 sc.ience
Any interested student should 1 Servile
52 "Aba Honeymoon" 16 Relatives on the
mother'e; slde
arrange to see Dean Jones in the 8 Rich or prominent 54 Aquatic mammal
persons
56 fide
21 Garden tool
Office of Admissions as soon as 14 Frequenter
57 Cotton cloth
27 I)~y - blue
possible. Interviews will be held 15 Stuffed oneself
59 Eating place
28 Gloomy (pop-t.)
61 Certain movie
29 "Villley of the-"
on campus during the afternoon 17 Classroom need
18 Experienced person
versions
iO Relay-race item
of Thursday, AprilS, so that the 19 Big bundle
62 Howl
32 Common suffix
nominee from Ursinus can have 20 rnockout substance 63 Most sound
34 Prefix: new
64 Men of Madrid
37 Hou!;e bug
credentials in the hands of the St. 22 Suffh ; body
23 Basic latin verb
38 "The of
Andrew's Society by April 13.
24 Division of time
Penza nee"
I

WRUC
Continued from page 10
one with •'bait and switch"
tactics used by businesses and
also gives incoming students a
pre-collegiate study of world history, as they actually have an
experience with the same type of
propaganda which Hitler used to
dupe the peasants of Germany
and thus become Monarch over
them. It is very important to learn
about him and how he created a
Tyranny in an effort to unite the
world harmoniously under one
government. After studying the
administrative publications, o~e
realizes that WRUC exists; but
the challenge of college is to
loCate the stereo the station's
music is being played on.
I hope students are not upset as
the challenge of the system is
revealed and I hope that this
letter has cleared up any confusion in the minds of radio fans
who had thought their stereo's
reception was not functioning
properly. To anyone who finds
this to be cruel and unjust abuse
of advertising material, I feel that

25 Insect egg
26 Ship of old

28
30
31
33
35
36

31
41
45
46
48
49

Be afraid of
Nota Old men
Musical pieces
Exploit
Tennis term
Disciplined and
au!;tp.re
Radio or TV muff
Heap
F-lcture game
Designate
Mr. Gershwin

•

DOWN

1 Affair
2 Fort or TV western

3
4
5
6

Edible mollusk
Workshop item
Mineral suffix
With 10- Down.
certainty
7 "Scarlet letter "
character, ~ t al.
a Cathol i c devotio~
periods
9 Assert
10 See 6-Down
_
11 Minerals

39 Tuscaloo~~'s state
40 Most tidy
41 Agencies
4{ ~ i te of famous
Observatory
43 Come forth
44 t>ayment returns
47 Computer term
S3 "for All
Seasons "
54 I ndwidua 1s
55 Mark with lines
Sf) Heavy knife
5P. Past president
60 Wine measure

_---11111!1-------------------...
For solutions, see next page

Imported and Domestic Beer

Collegeville Beverage Cent~r
Keg and Tap Rental
Soda
In the New College/ville Shopping Plaza
phoae: 489-1444

you simply have no appreciation . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
of administrative pranks.
release 99·0/0 of its test data. ETS National Teacher Ex~minaSlDeerely,
But, Nairn says,~ the bult of thiS tions which have systematically
IUebanl L. Morris
99% is the material provided by eliminated qualified black applicants from teaching jobs. The
the test-takers themselves name, social security Dumber, FTC has apparently found, conetc. Nairn says it is crucial to trary to ETS claims, that certain
disclose that last one percent, as kinds of prep or cram courses can
continued from page' 10
it includes ETS' s extrapolations raise test scores - but the report
applicants confidential. Disclosfrom the information provided by has been withheld at this time.
ing test answers would enable test-takers - such as predictions And several members of Constudents to contest disputed an·
~ess have called for an investiof future academic success.
swers, and thus eliminate much
The testing reform movement gation of the testing industry.· .
af the mystery surrounding the
Students now have opportunihas other facets. Jesse Jackson is
ests. ETS has said it is willing to organizing around the issue of the ties to challenge the test makers.

ETS Power
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Regional Rhythm
by Jennifer Bassett

u.c. Grad to

Attend 'Olympic Academy

Miss Courtney Solenberger, a 1975 graduate of Ursinus who majored
in health and physical education and won letters in women's lacrosse,
sWimming. field hockey and basketball. has been named to attend the
International Olympic Academy (lOA) in Elia, Greece. this July.
Miss Solenberger is one of only five persons selected from the U.S.
among hundreds of applicants. She teaches physical e<tucation at
Colgate University. and is head coach for -women's swimming and
lacrosse teams and assistant field hockey coach.
Miss Solenberger. 25. applied through the United States Field
_ Hockey Association. Through her participation in the lOA she hopes to
assist in the continued growth of field hockey, which will be an Olympic
sport for women for the first time in 1980.

Pi Nu Epsilon Holds Spring Induction
The Gamma Chapter of Pi Nu Epsilon, the national honorary music
fraternity, inducted five new members in ceremonies this past
Monday, March 19. The new members are Susanne Bechtold. Mary
Anne Carney. Scott Ely. Ranelle Petrucelli and Jayne Walling.
The full membership of the Ursinus chapter. including several
honorary members. enjoyed dinner in the President's Dining Room.
then moved to Bomberger Shiproom. where the ritual of induction was
completed.

Origin 6f Life Forum
An address on the "Origin of Life" will be the final program in the
spring Forum series. Dr. Ira N. Feit, associate pr<,>fessor of biology at
Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster. will be the speaker 11 a.m.
Thursday (March 29) in Wismer Auditorium. The program is open to
the public, free of charge.
His special fields of academic interests are developmental biology
and human embryology. During the past two years, Dr. Feit has
organized lecture series at Franklin and Marshall, on "Origins" and on
"Science and Religion." He also has written widely on human
development.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi, he is a graduate of
Brooklyn College, and earned his master's and doctoral degrees from
Princeton University. where he held several distinguished fellowships.

Williams Wins Business Award
A 1978 Ursin us graduate recently won first place in the American
Production and Inventory Control Society student awards program,
sponsored locally by the Bucks-Mont Chapter.
Gwyneth A. Williams, a mathematics major. received the prize for
a paper she prepared as part of the course work done for Dr. John D.
Pilgrim, associate professor of economics. She recently received her
cash prize at an awards dinner.
This is the third consecutive year that an Ursinus Student won first
place in the awards program.
Ms. Williams is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Williams
(5008 Firethom Lane) Mechanicsburg, Pa. She is a 1974 graduate of
Cedar Giff High School, Camp Hill. Pa.
While at Ursinus. she was a dean's list student. an editor of The
Ruby, the college yearbook. and a member of Phi Alpha Psi sorority.

March 14 was the date of
Ursinus's most recent forum
which took place in Helfferich
Hall. It also took place in the
realm of modern culture for a
change.
The Schuylkill Valley Regional
Dance Company with guest artist
Pete Bertini were the performers.
The entire company consists of an
II-member senior company directed by Phyllis Dersh Rudzites
and a six-member junior company
directed by one of the seniors,
Linda Comly.
They opened their program
with a casual number called
"Routines." Clad in slick jogging
outfits. they obviously intended to
relax the audience through this
free-spirited number. ~
As is to be expected in modern
dance, the Schuylkill group concentrated chiefly on mood projection and natural body rhythm and
movement as opposed to classical
dance with its more rigid adherence to form and artificial disciplined maneuvers. Their selections were consistently fresh and
creative interpretations of widely
acclaimed modern numbers
such as "Water Study" by the
phenomenal choreographer Doris
Humphrey. "Water Study" expresses two natural phenomena
in as natural a manner possible the rhythms of body movement
without music and various aspects of moving water.
Another selection that was a
particularly radical departure
from classical ballet was "Railroad Crossing" performed by its
choreographer Peter Bertini.
Donned in black and white stripes
Bertini made a startling impression as a contorting symbol of
man and machine intertwined.
, 'The Gopek. t, performed to
Russian folk music. was a spritely
and supple dance in which the
dancers were as jubilant as the
peasants they were imitating.
"Glassbird" was a delicate solo
number performed by Christina
Romasco. Romasco was delicate
though emphatic as the delicate
but slinky creature she was
portraying.
Also in a more conventional
CONTAq' LENS WEARERS
Save money on your brand name
hard or lOft lena luppUea. Send
lor Ir.. lIIultratect catalog.
CONTACT Lenl Supply Center
341 E. Camelback
Phoenix, Arizona 85012

vein was .. Etude for Spring"
consisting of four beribboned
maidens performing a blissful
maydance. If it lacked 'any of the
spontaneity that spring generates
it was because the maidens
seemed to have smiles frozen on
their faces and happiness pasted
on their limbs. Nonethel~ss, it
was a charming tribute to spring.
The company also gave their

premiere performance of "The
Bremertown Musicians," a fairy
tale set to the music of Erwin
Chandler, a faculty member of
Lebanon Valley College. Appropriately costumed characters such
as Donnie Donkey and Luster
Rooster pranced their way
through a pilgrimage that could
only exist in the wor~d of childish
innocence.

Twe~fth Night
Ursinus' dramatic group, Protheatre, will present Shakespeare's comedy, Twelth Night,
for six performances from April 2
to April 7. They will all begin at
7:30 p.m., except for the April 3
and 5 performances, which will
start at 3:30 p.m.
The play, which is under the
directional tutelage oror. Joyce
Henry, is Shakespeare's suoreme
effort in the field of dramatic
comedy. The personali~s of each
of the characters are ~erfect1y
fonned, and even the love-starved Duke, whose role is supposed
to be the only serious tone in the
play, registers his share of comic
input.
Briefly, it is a play about two
twins, and the various love triangles and misunderstandings that
develop from their being mistaken for each other. Perhaps this
appears to be an all too familiar
plot, but Shakespeare's intricate
plot weaving and comic wit raise
this over-worked theJtle above all
other efforts. Besides, Shakespeare preceded "Please Don't
Eat the Daisies. ~'
The two twins, Viola and
Sebastian, are played by Patty
Williams and Jeff Wunderlich,
respectively. The reason for the
confusion of the boy-girl set of
look-alikes is that Patty plays
most of her part in the guise of a
male servant of the Duke, who is
played by George Young.
Keith Strunk tackles the difficult role of Fe ste , the clown,
while further hilarity is invoked
by the Laurel and Hardy team of
Alan Rimby and Dr. John Wickersham. These two gentlemen

have the parts of Sir Toby Belch
and Sir Andrew Aguecheek.
These three are all members of
Lady Olivia's (Kat McSharry)
household. Others in the household are her servants, Maria
(Becky Dunn) and Malvolio
(Bruce Dalziel). The Duke is
hopelessly in love with Lady
Olivia, and around this major plot
the rest of the play is built.
Other parts ~ are taken by Bill
White (Antonio, the good friend
of Sebastian), Greg Gifford (Curio
servant to the Duke), John Mulvey (Valentine, servant to the
Duke), John Faust (Sea-Captain),
and Dr. Peter Perreten (Priest).
Rick "Fish" Morris has been
typecast into the role of Fabian,
the - annoying trouble-maker of
Lady Olivi~' s ~ourt.
...

Grizzly Praise
contnued from page 10
be the editor nen year? Well, in
my opinion, it's a lot of work to do
without monetary reimbursement.
My suggestion to the adminis-tion i~ to pay the editor of the
paper as if he was a lab assistant
or a stockroom worker. There
isn't any doubt that he is as
valuable as they are. And being a
paid employee, if he or she isn't
doing a good job you could fire
him and hire a person who would.
It's kind of hard to fire a volunteer
worker.
Thanks for listening, and I hope
that the school newspaper stays
. as interesting as it was this year.
Respectfally yoara,

RlcbanlJ.Greco .

LSAT
(LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST)

Preparation & Review Course
April 7th 18th

at

Summer Evening School Offerings
Summer Evening School literature is now available in the Corson
Hall office. Gasses start May 29; final exams will be over by july 23 at
the latest. Gasses run two nights a week (Mon.-Wed.. or
Tues.-Thurs.). Subjects available include Accounting Principles.
several Economics courses, several English courses, Statistics,
Introduction to Data Processing, etc. Pick up a copy of the brochure in
Corson. Register by May 17 to avoid the late feel

ALBRIGHT COLLEGE - READING, PA.
An Intensive, high quality, result oriented, two-day course for
Individuals schedvllng to take the LSAT tests in April or June.
For more information and to register Call, or write Albright College, Office of Coniinulng Education
- Masters Hall - Reading, Pennsylvania 19603.
Telephone: A.C. 215: 929-0002.
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The Dee·r Hunter
by Michael Gannon

Previous to Heroes and Coming
Bome, the onlr full-Jength American film on the Viet Nam War
was The Green Beret. Complete
with ,John Wayne, The Green
Beret amounts to a WW n style
depiction of our Southeast Asian
conflict that glorifies war and the
men who fight them. The most
recent cinematic look at the
subject is a film by Michael
Cimino, entitled The Deer Banter.
The Deer Banter is the story of
three Pennsylvania steel workers
and their pilgrimage from the
States to the war and back home
again. As a piece of film craft, the
movie reflects the increasing
interest among American directors in sophisticated, artistic mo.tion oicture efforts. The Deer
Banter is visually impeccable,
utilizint the kind of image backdrops one associates with the
European cinema. The sights of
the film, both in the war and the
hometown, are unquestionably
good.

In regard to the movie's plot artisan. Death in Asia becomes
and story, Cimino's effort seems
somewhat less inspired. While it
may please some critics that 'DIe
Deer Banter avoids the broader
moral and ideological questions
about View Nam, the viewer
might expect a more direct handling of such issues, especially as
a justification for the film's
explicit violence. Yet, the script is
decidedly inter-personal and
about people rather than political
controversy.
The only real ethical questions
are taken up in the friendship of
Michael (Robert De Niro) and
Nick (Christopher Walken). Killing is morally neuter. In fact, the
film presents the aesthetic beauty
of deer hunting in the ideal,
noumenal realm of the Pennsylvania mountains. Michael's "one
shot" art of buck slaying is
photographed against the vast,
misty background of heaven itself.
The hunter dispenses death with
all the precision of a careful

Bob Welch:

reprehensible not from a sense of
right and wrong, but because it
had descended to the vulgar and
unimaginative status of a Russian
roulette game.
In all, the movie is really rather
exceptional and worth seeing for
its meticulous camera work. Yet, I
suppose I'm bitter enough about
the war to seek the kind of
didactic leftism that would rub
America's collective nose in its
imperialist droppings. Actually,
I'd settle for something with at
least a little more moral impact.
After his fine depiction of small
town life in the States, Cimino
passes by the perfect opportunity
to convey the bitter irony of a
young, American working class
traveling thousands of miles to
squelch what is essentially a
worker's movement. Though I
enjoyed the film personally, my
biggest worry is that too many
young people will see The Deer
Hunter and simply be entertained.

'~' Three
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Gampu6 Pape.back ·f>e6t6e1leI6
1. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ,
$2.50.) Perspective on women's rote in society: fiction.
2. My Mother/Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $2.50.) The
daughter's search for identity.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 3. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.)
True story of terror in a house possessed.

4. Watership Down; by Richard Adams. (Avon, $2.50.) Tale
of exile and survival in the rabbit world.
. ---.- ----. - - - - 5. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon. (Warner, $2 .75 ,) Thriller
about heiress who inherits power and intrigue.

.-- - - - - -

~----.-----.-

6. Coming into the Country, by John McPhee. (Bantam,
$2.75.) Voyage of spirit and mind into Alaskan wilderness .

7. Your Erroneous Zones, by Wayne W. Dyer. (Avon ,
$2.25.) Self-help pep talk.

8. Midnight Express, by Billy Hayes with William Hoffer.
(Fawcett, Popular, $2.25.)
_
key for smuggling.

Yo~ng

American jailed in Tur-

9. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough. (Avon. $2 .50.)
Australian family saga: fiction.
10. The Hobbit, by J. A. R. Tolkien . (Ballantine, $2.50.) The
fantasy world of Middle-earth creatures.
This list was compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from
information supplied by college stores throughout the country.
March 5, 1979.

Hearts" a Winner

by Jay Repko

'Ibree Hearts, Bob Welch's favorites to this day. But that was
much-anticipated and much-de- not the beginning for Welch to be
layed follow-up to his platinum sure.
Welch, a California singer-song
French Kiss LP is finally here. A
couple of listens will convince you writer, was recruited by Danny
that it was well worth the wait, as -Kirwan & Co. to replace the
this record is a stunner. Since exiled Jeremy Spencer on guitar
Welch is bound to be making in the ever-changing Fleetwood
more headlines with this album, Mac. His presence was immediperhaps a brief biographical ately felt on the 1971 Future
sketch is in order.
Games album, of which Welch
I first learned of Welch at 14 penned the title track, an overwhen a friend of mine ~1!Oved a looked masterpiece of blues-rock.
Fleetwood Mac Bare Trees tape He remained with the Mac for
into his player. I was knocked out five albums, eventually making
by a tune called •• Sentimental the group his own after Kirwan
Lady" which featured a young and later Bob Weston and Dave
passionate and ever-so-unigue Walker had left.
vocalist by the name of Bob
Lean years
Welch. Indded that entire LP is a
Those years were commercially
killer and remains one of my lean for Fleetwood Mac, but it's

hard to see why. This was
supposedly the era of progressive
rock and radio and Welch..... s tunes
were the epitome of progressiveness. His songs were rather long,
highly instrumental and always
meaningful. Welch's fascination
with science fiction and the
supernatural is evident on such
greats as ., Nightwatch" and
"Bright Fire" from the 1973
Penguin LP (probably the best
Fleetwood Mac album ever) and
on the classics uHypnotized" and
,. Bermuda Triangle."
Nonetheless, Welch became
discouraged when the 1974 I!eroes Are Hard To FbulLP failed to
gain any notoriety and he subsequently left the band. He formed
PARIS with ex-Jethro Tull matt

The closing date for the submission .of manuscripts by College Students is

Glenn Cornick and release two The -song is brilliantly arranged
overlooked albums. The first one and flawlessly executed. Chrisdeservedly so. Big Towne 2061, tine McVie lends a hand on the
however, showcased Welch's harmony and the two have never
singing and songwriting ability to sounded better. Welch's authorthe fullest, and in a way it's a itative bass-playing and Alvin
shame this group didn't last.
Taylor's precision drumming
It's certainly not a shame that form a rhythm to rival even that of
French Kiss, Welch's debut solo Fleetwood Mac. "Come Softly to
effort, garnered him all sorts of Me" is a sure-fire hit and the
awards and accolades, including logical follow-up to the first
RoDlng Stone's Debut Album of single, "Precious Love."
This album finds Welch's scithe Year. And while that LP was
strong it can't match the intensity entific mind at work again on
of its successor.
"The Ghost of Flight 401," an
Unique singing
instant classic which features
Three Bearts is more oj a vocal Mick Fleetwood on drums.
album that French Kiss, and "Church" is a smooth tune about
Wetch's unique singing style has the blindness of reli2i9us attialways been his strong suit. tudes and how love is aff~~ted by
Ironically, the LP's show caser is them. Lennon-McCartney's "I
one of two non-Bob Welch tunes. Saw Her Standing There" is
even covered here by Welch, and
"Come Swiftly to Me" is a
the arrangement is genuinely
remake of the old Gary Troxel clever as a high-pitched electric
Christopher - Ellis classic, and it
guitar mimes-the chorus' fmailiar
is a stunner. If you don't recog., ooooh . . ." With even stronger
nize it by the title, give a listen
production from Carter this time.
and you'll no doubt recall the
'I'bree Beana can't miss.
familiar backdrop and chorus.

White Shield Drug Store

April 1
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college Is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.

Medical and School Supplies
Health Aids

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Box 218

Agoura, Ca. 81301

In the New Collegeville Shopping Plaza
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3)1,
.
411.412
419.

:3

)

5
?

Arrange

Ananse
Arranp

.42B

U

.452
"pan1sh

101.102 I
101.102 11
101.102 III
Lab.

20).204
20).204
20).204
20).204

1
Il
III
IV

lAb.

)05.)06
)15.316 I
315.316 II
,3)2

)41,)42

.. .
'I

:3

9

11
ArJ'aJ'I8e
)

S
7
9

ArTaJlge

5

)

9 .

Arl'anC
6ArJ'a~

451.452

Tutorials

,402

3:30-5115 H
;:;CX=IOLCGY

20£,202
201,202
201,202
201,202
201.202
201,202
201,202

I
II
III
IV
V
'II

2 Tu, Th
'1'\1

4

, 4 Th .
. 6- Ttr
6 'l'h
8 "'u
8 '1'h

7
~

·',rrnn-e

-

INTERDIVISIONAL COURSE (Cae)

Arran.-r.:
':

.

SEKIOB SYKPOSIUM
401,

'j

11

... ,~' Ilrn (

-

9

'-MA'l'H£M'l'ICS

7151:1,

4 Tu,Th

I.

9o

209.
.210

101,102
101,102
101.102
101,102
101.102
101,102
101.102
101,102
101.102
101.102
21),214
21).214
)01.102
)05.)06
)07,)08
)09.)10
)17.318
125,326
)27.32f.
3J5,)36
))7,338

Arrallge
~

5

6 Tu.'I'h, 11 F
9

,202

COfIPlrrr;k oiClt:NCI::

7
9

Arrange

7

4 ';:U. Th

?oot.

-

2

8·
5

lOB,
,lOB

Arra~e

Lab.
100,
10),
,104
105,
107,107
', 108
,109
,110
200.

1).14 ..
Arra~e

10·
10·

101,102
102,101

J
1:00-R:45

• 466
,MllJ

w

At

2

6

.462
.464

RELIGICW

PSYCHOLOOY

i,";'

)61,

do;

5 p
7 P

8

,208

Arrange

sehet1uhtl In P£

riBl M

131,1)2
,242
24).
,241.
351.352
.)54
355: 356

207,

COH"UHICATIOK ARTS

101,102
101,102
101,102
101,102
101,102
101,102
111.112
111,112
111.112
201.202
215.

ArraflRe

Lab.

205.
,206

Lat!n

~Qt ,

I~b.

)05,)06
307.)08
)09, )10
.)12
415.416

101,102 II
101,102 III
101,102 l V
101,102 V
109,
,104
105,106
,110
201.202
20),204
207,
)llB4312B
40), 04

Lab. 10,12 Tu

,102

C.D)

4 Tu.Th
2 f'
) p

11'\1 ,11)2 I ..

5
6*

'»)1.

l1 , iI

2 '!'U ,ill

)2l,
Lab. 9,11 W or 13,10 \-1

.~06

1979(SeRslo~

Uffered in ~ummer 1979(Ju1y 2,),5,6 at
Follt Pest1 val)

101,102

8 'l'\l , '!'h
101,102
Lab. 11,13 11 or 4,6 'ru or 10,12 1'u
4
111,112
lab. 11,1),10 W or 10,12,14 Th or 11,13,12 I'

5
,222
3
)15,
Lab. 2,4,6 Tu,Th or 10,12,14 '1'11, Th
3
,316
lab. 2,4,6 Tu, Th
8
317,318
Lab. 9,11, 11 or 13,14 1'1

8~

Offered 1n Summer

7
7

11.1) I1,W
9

~

peNNSYLVANIA DUTCH JTUDIES
201,202
)05 ,)08
, 4)8

Literature

20),204209,210 I
209,210 II
21),214

Arranr;e

J. l::tory

7

AI

ArrRn"c

t;.01.'~02

5
5
6·

X

6
8

20J.201~ 1]

219,220 1
219 . no II
)07,

12 Th

203,204 I

1
1
2
3

II

In

201.202
20).204

)

7
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HEALTH. PHYSICAL BDUCATlON - c(1l1d11ued

Listing

A m- in 8101011 Uall couiat of 81oloQ l.ll,ll2 (01' Biolol1 101,102 and .. U.·
factorJ .. rf-.oe OIl • c.,.taaG7 aDll1aaUOD) aDd at le••t nine ,_ner houl'S 1n
blolOCJ
aboYe
U.• 1.ll.1l2 1 ....1. 0 . -.t.r-bo\ll' eourM. do /lOt carr"1 er.d1 t
to.....a th.
__
CHE~Y

CGur._

of

23 «

~

reqaIred vi a " ..-cbemllitry major to m1Dor In cbemlltry shall total
..&11'. ad be COIIlPl*d of eM foUowIq:

Approved

3

PE l41

Outdoor Education

3

PE 243

Lea~..reb1p

3

Lifetime Splrt8 and Blem. Act.

3

Accounting Principles

PH 462

306.316 or 413.

In Camp and Club

Acd'rit1es

BCON 211

• a.b.

Qleauuy

: ·oun~tlon~ of Recreation

PB Act.

I .. b.
I a.h.
aDd or... r>f the followlq:

PF. 242

2

Admin. of H. " PB

is

COMPt1rBR SCIENCE
2. ComJlUl'lr Science M1Dor required CGUr80S:
1ll ComputeT Progranunl.lla J
112 Comp.ltcrProcramm!De n
Computer Orpnlz&tI(1I1
Dota StruCtures and AJJO("lthma
Math
or Math 341 (SmtUUc:a 1 or Prob:lb1llty)
Math 102 eTc Math m ('Ibia may be waived by the chalrman
of the Mathematics Dept for a atudent with equinlent
prepGration. )

Minors

ns

li l:(.-t lUI, l(fl

Ik onomk Prlnclrlcli

3

Beon 212

Accounting Principled

3
3

(,E 354

PIrSl AitJ

3
J

.i.ll..

15 -- 18

MATI lEMA TICS

BCONOMtCS
Semester hours

1. Mathematics Minor required courses

f.

Rcono.lcs- reqUiTed courses: _
~~A

For

.'5

EcEA '25. '26

2.

1979·80

101. 102

ReBA

. !I!1n!r~

!de1n1.t~-

M&nase.ent

required eoura,a:
6 se.eeter houre
6 ae.eeter hours
er
2 ......r our.

t •••..t

R9U£S

Academic

Pinance-

required eOllrae:J:
3 se",eater hours
Math 215
f, aelllellter hours
CO"'I'uter Science
eeaester hours
~c~A ,15. 518. 4'6
1~ aeNeater hour.

req~lred

courses:

Ecl'A 101. 102 "'
Ee BA 111. 11 ?
EcBA '06. '1'. ,16

I)

,

~

semest'!r hourB
"e"u~Rtpr hourR
semeatf'r hourI!!

BNOUSH

Year

Students who wish to minor in Engl.lsh are required to take eighteen hours of work In
the Department beyood Composition 101, 102. Bither Utersture ;Z03,2o. or Uterature
219,220 should be included am"Jllg the couraes elected.

GBRMAN

6 .....ter bours
&leoU••••
Genu ")07. )06, )09, )10.

41), 414, 41S, 416.
419, 420
(Geaaa )12 11&1 be dlOHll U an el.ct.1ve 1£ 1\ waa oot
tabn to f\altlU the Collec. ~e reqll1~t for

of ·

ft

2 • Stat1sttcs Minor - required courses:
lll,1l2 Analytic Geometry and Calculus
231 Intermediate Calculus
215,216 Statistics I, Statistics II
34j Probablllty
342 Mathematical StatiRtics
C.S. III Computer Programming I

J
h
3
J
3

2i
3. Quautlmthc Mctbods Minor - required COUfSC!i:
1U, 112 Analytic Geometry and Calcuius
215,216 Stad8tJcs I, Statisdcs U
233 UDear Algebra
A Col"'f\{lUter Science CourSt!

6
6

3
3

is

"curose I once minor

Diol. 317, )18 IIUII. ''!\.It. PhYlio}.
Payc. 335, lIehovioro 1 N"uroed.cnee
Payc. ))6 Sen.otion and Perception

6
3 (4 i f Uken w1th lIb)
4

Plua !!.!!! of the fol10111na:
Psye. 441 or 442 Research
(D"p~ovcd topic)
1I1o}' 451 or 452 Rea"~ch
(approved topic)
8101. 422 RhtoloSY
PBNNSYLVANlA DlTrCH STUDIES

4

18 semester hours
Course 201, 202 and 12 additional semester houn of Penn.ylv.n1a Duteh Studies courses.

~t1GD.)

..------------

Roster

3
9

~-

§

4.

J

1 se.ester hourft

BcD! 1)1, 102
EcBA 111, 112
Bo~A fl)6. 1507, "8 ·
3.

It

111. 112 Analyttc GeOll\Ctry. and Calculus
231 intermcdJ4te Calculus
233 Unear Algebra
3 othe,.. math (not C.S.) courses numbered above 231

PHILOSOPHY .. RBUGJON

"inor j " lIiato,,.
!'te IU.toTY Depart. . "t enC0I&l""61'e • • tud~·h fro_ otiter ac.d_lc. dille i "line.
who .re i"t8~ .. t ..d b the etucly of hi.~orT for prnfe. . io"al PUrPOSeD or
tor th .. ir ovn 8II"io~t to 01100"" an .(".ad_le ",'fle!" I" tit') dep&ru.t\t.
·!'he 'b.sic Mquit'tlllenta for • • inot" in ht.tory are al 'o11owlI: ""initllll.l'l
of el,...t .. ~ ••••1..1' l',ollre or hiOlt.nr:y oOIlC"Aes. Lnt:l .. "ln, one "'i.tory
e~ln.r and on. eours • • t th.. JOO or 400 lel/~1 d.voted prillllrO)" tt' tt>e
per1.04 hd"o"" 1800. Student!! lII1t1oTLnrr in ~ .. tt'ry -1 ""rsue " ,"".ftrel
oou.... of .,t"",y, or ....v eleet t.o ~oneentJ"1lte j " o"e or the tJ\rel! follovin, ......",,: EUTopean IUlltol'7. I1nlt~d st.. tes JUetory, or ""r1<1 Ri¥tnry.
~tud.."tf! lIintn'inB ill t,bt.ory ,,-re ~ ~ui,..d to t.~e the cOll\,,~Nm.I.e
.Jlelltlnatinl'. wt ""1 .l.ot to do .CI, if 1.tIey eIIon.p. (lfOTEl IIt'ldftn,""
inte"djnlf to Itinor in hiatal')' ",u"t re,iet'tr wit)t t .... c!e,..,:t ... "t- .... ,Ie.
t.h.ir cnurtle of .t.ad:!' in conll4lt,tJOTI"lIith • _ller 1)( tt>., !fieto.., n.,.rt~t, )

To earn a minor In Phllosophy or in Religion. a sttJdenl must take eighteen hours
of couraework In either field.
A minor in Philosophy must lnchlde Philosophy J01, )02 and Phllosoplty IOS·and three
other courses from .mong the followln,: )03,104,106.108,110,301,302, Sll.
A minor in Religion must incllJde Philosophy 101, J02.201. and 202, and two other courses
(rom among the follOWing: 00,203,204,207.209,311,312.

POunCAL SCIENCE

Seventeen hours of courses constllUte a minor in PolltJcal Science
PSYCHOLOGY

HBAL11i" PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Classes
,

For

MINOR IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
(OIoloiY 317,31Ill'rc.Req.)

PE 368

First Aid

PH 468

Athletic Tra1Illng

()

8

lU.U2

PR

1979·8b

3

i'tryslca
General Pbyalc,
101,102 (or)

PH Act.

3~5

Team Sport. and Wetcta

1'raInlDs and CondttlClDlq

4

P.\Oo8O!'hY and Prlnc:tplea of
Coachinl

:1

Year

i8

2. Human DeveJopment: lIIteDded for the ~t who wiehe_ to p10 depth In .-ychoJORY
of humu deveJopmeot . . prepuadon fCll" 8eJda such . . teadIJ"" apectal education, aoclal
work, etc.
&. Jt.ychcalCIIY IOJ,lJJ or PaychoiOlY 102,112
b. Psychol., 223,334, 417,431

llEl!s
Prenoh )05.

,., 101. 102 General P.ych.•

6

Cbem :OJ, 102 GeDeraJ Chem
(or
ll2)

6

m.

3. Social/Applied· 246,Sl2,409,f40

ROMANCE! LANGUAGES

(OmoNAL)

Academic

1 • . General Psychology: Intended (or the student who wishes to gain some depth
and acquafntaoce with the entire area of psychology.
&. Psychology JOI,1I1 ell" PsycholOlY 102 ,112
b. Paycholoay 210 or 409
c. One elective from each ol the (ollowing content arcas
I. Bxperlmental· 335,136, !SI, 552
2. DevelopmentaJ/1'V8OMlJty. 334,417, 4l7, 438

"

COACHING MINOR (1I0I0IY 317,31Ill'ru-R(:q)

!1eotl.e.1 *n1 )00 or
400 le •• 1 oour.~.
BxeJ\ldlni 551

Fint ltd

PE 468

AdlIcdc Tra1niJl8

9

~ewe.ter ~~ur.

is

Total

.e~ster

houra

SPMa~!!1

Spart~h

PB 368

JO'

)05. lO~

r1.ct1gesl an, 10n or
400 loye1 o~ursee

9

se~eRter

hours

Bxdud1nc 332
PE 36S

PhUoaophy and Prlnclplea vi

3

eo.ch1JII

Total
1-:A1ll;.A~lIC!14..§I!!2.I!!i

PE 351

KJDeatolOSJ

2

PSY 224

Ed PtyCh

3

PB Ae:t.

MInImum 4 houra to lacJ_
wt. tl'IalniDl ANI c:CIIIdItIcIaIag

Spet"llllh )Of:
Htator7 )17. )18

Spaflhh lin

01" ' "

1

611 4510r 332

Lottn-ARe1"loan Ant~rop~lo,y
(throu~h Colle,e So~olDr.)

4
-1-1-

Total

~
)

IU!TesteT" hour.
selleat.er houl's

ael!estcr hours

1
1S'

3CNIJ:;E lA!!gUA(iES
(OPTIONAL)

PI! ()J

Pr,r!ch lallY 300 or 400 fcvel CourR.'8
3
3

1po1l'.""'Y 300 (II" 400 )evel c:.GIIIr"""
Excludlnl French 33J and Spullb S32

tot til

,

re~.ter ~ours

,ltel!'e.te1" hours
, . -,.neshr ..

ours'
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Muds C'a pture '79
Intramural Title
After a month and a half of
extremely comperitiv~ action. the
1979 intramural basketball season
has ended with the defending
champions, the Muds. once again
capturing the tiCe. The Muds will
now represent Ursinus in the
Philadelphia Intramural Colo.
lege Championships sponsored
by Miller Brewing Company. .
To a casual observer, it might
seem as though the Muds ',ictory
is a continuation cf the on~ team
domination that characterized the
-league for the last two years. The
'77 season was dominated by the
Admirals. and last year's Mud5
went undefeated through the
intramural league.
This year was far different in
terms of quality competition and
team balance. The league was
made up of2 divisions of 9 teams,
and it featured great overall
balance with four or five bonafide
contenders for the three playoff
berths in each division.
Lack of domIDUlce
There were numerous exampIes of the equal competition and
lack of one dominant team. First,
the Muds were only the second
place finishers in their dividion by
virtue of their early season loss to
Skid Rho. However, they captured the championship by defeating ZX, Tut and the Free
Agents in the playoffs.
Secondlv. both divisions required o~e game playoffs to
determine the third place finishers. The Buffalo Chips were
downed by ZX in one special
playoff and the Rebels ousted the
Schmeds in the other division.
The tirst place finisher in each
division, Tut and Skid Rho, were
both given byes in the first round
of the playoffs. These two teams
then played the winner of the
quarterfinal round between t~e
second a~d t~ir.d. place tea~s In
the opposite dlVls10n. The wmner
of this round' advanced to the
finals.
..
After downtng ZX In the quarterfinals, the Muds ne~ four
playoff .games ~er~ a~l deCIded by
two POtnts. thIS 15 Just another
example of how equally matche4
the playoff teams were.
The semifinal round featured
the Muds against Tut, and the
Free Agents vs. Skid Rho. The
Muds first game against Tut was
a classic battle of two titans.
Craig Walck scored on a layup as
the buzzer sounded in <?vertime to

down Tut by a two-point margin.
Game Two was probably the most
physical game of the whole
playoff series.
The Muds again downed Tut by
a two point margin to take the
series. 2-0. The Free Agents
advanced to the finals by ousting
Skid Rho. 2-1. The Free Agents
reached the semifinals by downing the Rebels.
Numerous usets

Tennis

TeamBopi~g

to Ace Foes

U .S.G.A.Members

SERVICE STATION

GHSERAL REPAIRS & TOWISG
3rd &. !\fAIN STREETS
COLLF.GEYILLE. PA,
Phvnt' ·~h~t"~!'56

L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,

Perkiomen Bridge Hotel
Servin~

(

The finals pitted two teams
with numerous assets. The Muds
are extremely quick and run the
fast break better than any team in
the league with guards Bill Sutherland and Walck pushing the
ball downcourt. The Muds also
feature the smooth style of forward John Blubaugh who may be
the best all-around player in the
The MUDS '79 Intramural Basketball Champions. Standing [1 to r]: Clayton EbUng, vince Marino,
league. Blubaugh can get out on
Bm McDonneD. Sitting [I to r): Paul KlInger, Joe MarUno, Coach Randy WhIteford and Dave
the break as well as shoot the
Dogherty. Not shown: CraIg Walck, Bill Sutherland, Jolm BluBeDy. [pboto by Gary Aaronson]
eyes out from a pattern offense.
The Free Agents, with a nuc1eus of j. v: players, featured the
sharp shooting of Brian Valdessari, Bill Hornberger and Gary
Delong. Anyone of these three
could easily get into a hot streak
that would spell doom for the
by Dave Ga:m~
opponent. Delong took over in The Ursinus men's tennis team
the last Skid Rho game and under coach Larry Karas seeks to
the top players to improve their frosh Jim Wilson. In their next
game. Some of the people hoping match, the team faces a tough
Valdessari took apart the Muds in improve its 7-7 slate of a year ago
Game One of the finals.
. this spring. With the return of
to crack into the varsity are Villanova squad on Monday,
With the Muds trailing the four of last year's top players,
seniors Larry Bierman and Jim March 26 at 2:30 on Ursinus'
Grosh.
soph Allan JoHnson, and courts.
series 1 to 0, they rallied in the coach Karas feels that the key to
second game to even the series. the team's success is the perforThe final game was hardly even mance of the men who are lower
a contest as the Muds romped on the depth ladder. The Bears
103-82. The game featured Bill lost their first match of the season
Sutherland's game high 33 points. on Monday to Widener, 9.0.
John Blubaugh added 18 points
Top returning players are sePresldant ....................... Kim McFadden-Paisley 334
and Vince Marino had 12. Marino nior Ken West, juniors Bennett
Women's VIce-President ...... Linda Lewandowskl-5tauffer 271
played the final series with a Shanker and Geoff Dalwin, and
Men's VIce-President ............ David McPhllllp..Curtls 207
nagging wrist injury that ham- sophomore Craig Bozelli. West
Treasurer ....................... John McGonigle-Curtis 20S
pered his shooting.
boasts the best record of the
Recording Secretary ...................... Meg M.rtz-Todd 9
Coach Randy Whiteford was returning lettermen at 11-3 with
Corresponding Secretary .............. Kevin Ludwig-Schaff A
extremely pleased with his team's Bozelli bringing a 10-4 m~rk into
Cla.s 011981 ............................... Terry SlIvl-day
clutch play in the pleyoffs and is the 1979 season. Rounding out
Paul Frascella-SChaff I
looking forward to the Miller the. singles positio~s ~re soph
Tournament. Whiteford cited the Chns Good and Junior Pete
Cia.. 011982 .................... ; .. Art Montano-HMO 207C
key 0 winning as the rebounding Messner; both saw varsity action
Gerry Kramer-NMD 207A
of Marino, Blubaugh and Bill last season. The three doubles
Class
011980
...............
~ .... Art Petrlllo-Studio Cottage 3
McDonald as well as the play of teams consist of Shanker and
. Shari Sllvln-Todd 2
subs Joe Marlino, Dave Dough- frosh Don Milich. West and
,
erty, Paul Klinger and Clayton Bozelli, and Messner and senior
Day Student's Rep.'s ..................... .' ...... Tom Ward
Eblin'g.
Ernie Sussman.
Dlv.Roth
According to Karas, intra.
Union Representative ............... Art Montano-HMD 207C
squad competition should push
Campus Life ..................... Mark WoocIland-Curtll 307
WILL·S MOBIL
1.1II1I1I1II11II1II1II1I1II.IIIIIIIIIIIIHIHliUHIIII
Library Commltt.................. Frank Ayres-Brodbeck 107

fine food,

The Philadelphia Eagles, led by
6-foot 8-inch Harold Carmichael,
will participate in a celebrity
basketball game on Saturday,
March 24 at Ursinus. The Eagle's
opponent will be "a team of
Pennsylvania State Troopers.
The game will start at 8:00 p.m.
and will benefit the Collegeville
Fire Company. Tickets are still
available.
110...11.1111.111_111 • • _ _......... 11111.01

Building and Grounds .................... PaUl Davis-Todd 11
Dave McPhllllps-lrodbeck 203
SFARC Representative ............ Mark Woodland-Curt.. 307
Advllor .............................. Dean David L. RebucIc

College Diner
Servin~

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinnel'"

wine and spirits
.,• •AINST .

COllEGEVIllE . ' • . "

Roates 42,2 and 29 In CoDegevlUe
Phone 489-9511

'-7 days a weekAcross &om the New CoUegevllle Shopping Plaza

